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GSV Writing Prize

The Announcement and Presentation of the 9th
GSV Writing Prize was held on Zoom because of
COVID restrictions on 2 October 2021. Martin
Playne, co-ordinator of the Ancestor team,
conducted the meeting.
The judging panel consisted of a guest judge, Dr
Cheryl Griffin, a President’s nominee, Joy Roy,
FGSV, and three members of the Ancestor Editorial
team, Barbara Beaumont, Tina Hocking and Sue
Blackwood. Cheryl has a wide range of research
interests outside the GSV, particularly women’s
history, writes the RHSV’s page in Ancestor, and is
on the GSV’s Education Team. Joy Roy has fulfilled
many roles at the GSV – she has been a member
of Council, Vice-President and Secretary of the
GSV, editor of Ancestor, as well as Chairperson,
Membership Secretary and editor of Thistle, the
newsletter of the Scottish Ancestry Group. The
Ancestor team greatly appreciates Cheryl and Joy
giving their time and expertise to this project. The
competition was ably administered by Leonie Elliss,
who received all the entries and sent them on
anonymously to the judges.
There were fourteen entries this year, including two
from Member Societies. The judges selected a short
list of five, from which the winner and runner-up
were chosen.
Before announcing the winner and runner-up,
President Jenny Redman thanked the judges for their
work and commented on how successful a venture
the GSV Writing Prize is.

The winning story is ‘The Mystery of the
extra Booth Hodgetts’ by Susan Wight. Susan
commented, ‘In writing this piece I tried to convey the
thrill of the chase in solving a family history mystery
while, at the same time, showing the workings’. This
story deftly deals with the author’s original knowledge
of the four Booth Hodgetts in her tree, then leads
us on her research journey to solve the mystery of
the extra Booth Hodgetts. It is clearly written and
explained, and serves as a model of how to go about
dealing with anomalies thrown up by our research.
You can read Susan’s story in this issue of Ancestor.
The runner-up was Bernard Metcalfe with his
intriguing tale, ’The Secret Life of Mr Crisp’. This
apparently ‘model’ family man stole his brother-inlaw’s identity and moved from Adelaide to Sydney to
start a new life. Bernard told us that the protagonist of
this story is the one surviving child of the ten born to
Jane Hughes, who featured in ‘Life on the Sandhurst
Diggings, the story of Jane Hughes’ published in the
March 2021 Ancestor. Bernard’s story will appear in
the March 2022 issue.
The prizes were again sponsored by Ancestry,
and we thank them for their ongoing support.
Susan wins a one year subscription to Ancestry’s
Worldwide membership and a DNA test. Bernard
wins a six month subscription to Ancestry’s
Worldwide membership.
The other shortlisted entrants were Louise Wilson
with ‘Hapless Fate’, in which she recounts the
misadventures of a distant family member, Russ
Gloster with ‘Ghost ships of Gloster’, his account
of the ships belonging to one of his ancestors and
Yvonne Tunney with ‘From Godly mechanics to
farmers’, the story of German missionaries in the
Moreton Bay settlement.
The judge’s report was given by Joy Roy and will be
published on the website in December.

Images: Susan Wight, winner and Bernard Metcalfe, runner-up of the 2021 GSV Writing Prize.
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As we are unable to hold our usual end of year volunteers morning tea, the GSV
is saying ‘Thank you’ in the form of a double page list of volunteers in Ancestor.
Without their input the Society would not be able to offer the range of activities
and assistance that it does.
The editorial team would particularly like to thank those writers who make
regular contributions to Ancestor. Our outgoing President, Jenny Redman, has
written informative newsletters during her term of office, in what has surely
been one of the most difficult periods for the GSV. Meg Bate and Linley Hooper,
our hard-working library staff, always provide us with interesting snippets
through Jottings and Blogging as well as sharing responsibility for Research
Corner. Tara Oldﬁeld keeps us up to date on developments at PROV while
Cheryl Griffin introduces us to the treasures of the RHSV.
As usual in December, we feature the winning article from the GSV Writing
Prize, which is ‘The mystery of the extra Booth Hodgetts’ by Susan Wight.
Read more about Susan’s story and the runner-up on the inside cover of the
magazine. Teresa Collis has written an account of her ancestor’s service as
a medical orderly in the 3rd Light Horse Field Ambulance in the First World
War and his life in later years. Moreen Dainty was curious about the life of an
unmarried mother in 19th century Scotland, and set out to uncover her story.
Paul Magill tells the intriguing story of two men, John Lanktree and Matthew
Jackson, who migrated to Australia and were appointed to senior positions to
oversee the building of the Yan Yean Reservoir. John Fitzpatrick writes about
his convict ancestor Michael Cusack who was transported for stealing a pig
and went on to become a prominent citizen of Wangaratta. In May 2021 the
Moonambel Arts and History Group launched ‘The children in the lockup’
sculpture, commemorating an event from 1896. Jennifer MacKay relates the
story behind the sculpture and how, with the help of the GSV, she was able to
trace a descendant of one of the children. Kristy Love’s ‘How to’ article guides us
through the Digital Panopticon, a centralised online repository for records for
convicts from London in Britain and Australia.
Barbara Beaumont
Editorial Team

Our cover: Port Arthur in 1840. A.C Dreier
postcard collection, 1926. State Library of
Victoria, Image collection Accession No.H22187

Pen of the President

Pen of the President
Stephen Hawke
With the retirement of Jenny Redman as GSV
President at our recent AGM, that role has now
passed to me. I’ll tell you a little about myself
below, but ﬁrst of all, I extend appreciation on
behalf of all members to Jenny for her three
years of service as President. I’m sure that when
Jenny ﬁrst stepped into the role back in 2018, she
wasn’t contemplating two years of extraordinary
disruptions through a COVID pandemic, and then
needing to ﬁnd new premises and manage a move
for GSV in the midst of that pandemic. I expect
no other GSV President has faced circumstances
quite like these. There’s certainly been more
than enough disruption to deal with, but with the
support of our staff and members we’ve met each
of the challenges and Jenny has kept a cool, clear
head throughout. We all thank Jenny for her work
and dedication and wish her a less stressful life in
the future. It won’t be totally stress free (it never
is) as Jenny has very kindly agreed to stay on as a
Councillor and continue her active support.
As a result of the COVID lockdown delaying
the AGM until November, we will need to carry
over reports on the meeting, including details
of the awards to members, to the March edition
of Ancestor. I can however advise that three
Councillors have retired – Margaret McLaren,
Vicki Montgomery and Michael Rumpff.
We thank them for the important and much
appreciated contributions they each made to the
Society’s activities and operations during their
time on Council.

Reopening after the lockdown
I hope you’ve been able to make the best you could
of the lockdown periods, perhaps working on
those stubborn brickwalls, getting your research
or records into good order, maybe even working on
documenting that long-delayed family history. I’m
sure many of you now have a ‘to do list’ of things
you’d like to work through at GSV, while tapping in
to the advice and support of our team of research
assistants (our volunteers are ever keen to help).
We are looking forward to welcoming you back
to our wonderful new Research and Education
Centre at 10 Queen Street, but please bear in
mind that GSV has a duty of care to look to the

health and safety of everyone at our premises,
which includes our staff, volunteers and members.
The duty of care does of course extend both
ways and anyone attending GSV is required to
be considerate and help protect the health and
safety of those around them. Check our website
before coming in for the latest updates on opening
times and conditions applicable to entry and
this will help minimise any delays or concerns in
welcoming you back.
During the lockdowns GSV’s support teams have
made great progress in extending the resources
available to our members from home. We will
continue to expand on these resources and
introduce other initiatives over the coming year. I
recommend logging-in and visiting the Members
Area of our website to explore the fantastic (and
growing) list of Getting Started webcasts and
Genealogy webcasts. These are a great resource
to help you explore new aspects of your family
history. Our many Zoom discussion circles
and education events are other new initiatives
that have opened up access for members, no
matter where you live. It’s been wonderful to see
members from regional Victoria, interstate and
even overseas joining in these sessions.

A little about me
I joined the Society back in 2006 and I’ve been
a Councillor and GSV Treasurer for the last six
years. I’ve also been the Convenor of GSV’s SouthWest England Research and Discussion Circle
(SWERD) since commencement of that circle in
2016. Those roles have provided the opportunity
to meet many GSV members and I look forward to
meeting many more of you in my new role. When
you see me about at GSV, please come up and say
hello and I also look forward to hearing ﬁrst hand
from you if you have matters you’d like to discuss.

Season’s Greetings
It’s been a tough year, but I’m sure better times
are coming. Best wishes to you all for much joy
in reconnecting with family and friends over
Christmas and the New Year and all the best for a
happy and healthy 2022.
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Winner 2021 GSV Writing Prize

The mystery of the
extra Booth Hodgetts
by Susan Wight

Susan may be contacted at:
wighthouse@southernphone.com.au

‘Booth Hodgetts’ is one of those
distinctive names which aid
genealogical research. There were four
Booths in my tree, and I had them all
ﬁrmly pinned to their place and time.
Little did I know that my tree was about
to receive a shakeup.

The original Booth Hodgetts was born in 1758 in
Worcestershire and his ﬁrst name was taken from
a family surname.1 During his life, he amassed
an impressive fortune as a nail ironmonger in
the Black Country.2 This enabled his son, the
second Booth, to enjoy a gentleman’s life of
leisure in Kent. Despite receiving his substantial
inheritance early, Booth 2 lived beyond his means,
was sold up twice and also spent time in debtors’
prison.3 Among his children was Booth 3 who
died unmarried at the age of 23.4 Born in 1869, Rev
Booth Hodgetts was the fourth man to bear that
name; he lived in Hampshire and later NSW, a
nephew of Booth 3.5

One day during a Trove search, I stumbled across
an extra Booth Hodgetts, a Sydney estate agent
and socialite who bred and raced horses. Between
1903 and 1913 this Booth lived in Randwick,
Paddington, and Bankstown with Henrietta
Grace Hodgetts. Theirs was an expensive lifestyle
surrounded by valuable paintings, expensive
pianos, and a pianola complete with seventy
music rolls.6 I could not discover a birth record for
this extra Booth in England or Australia. Who was
this mystery man and where did he ﬁt in my tree?
Of my four Booths, the Rev Booth was the only one
to live in Australia, but he was too young to be the
father of Extra Booth. Looking further aﬁeld, the
four Booths had eighteen siblings between them,
and I theorised that Extra Booth must descend
from one of those. After researching each of them,
I still could not discover where Extra Booth ﬁtted.
Taking another tack, I hoped to discover enough
about Extra Booth to determine which branch of

Booth Hodgetts (1)
(1758-1844)

Booth Hodgetts (2)
(1791-1834)

Booth Hodgetts (3)

Joseph Hope Hodgetts

(1822-1845)

(1830-1898)

Rev Booth Hodgetts (4)
(1869-1954)

Image 1: The Four Booth Hodgetts
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This was puzzling because I knew Rev Booth
lived in Australia prior to 1926. So, I decided
to take a closer look at him. The son of a
clergyman, he graduated from Cambridge
in 1888, married Helen Marguerita Strong
Blucke and had two children. In 1896, he
followed his father into the church and was
appointed curate of Millbrook in Hampshire.
He and Helen were active in the parish –
but all was not well. Helen suffered from
depression, and in 1898, she hung herself in
the pantry. Alerted by the servants, it was
Rev Booth who cut her down – too late to
save her. His shock and grief must have been
compounded by the death of his father six
months later. Booth eventually migrated to
Australia where he remarried and served
parishes in Sydney and the Hunter Region.7
His life did not seem at all compatible with
Extra Booth. Then again – the ﬁrst primary
document I had for Rev Booth in Australia
was his marriage to Vivienne O’Keeffe in
1915 – the exact year that I lost track of Extra
Booth. Could I be certain they weren’t the
same person?
Checking all my evidence again, I found three
reasons this could not be the case. Firstly,
multiple sources agreed Booth was a Sydney
chaplain from 1900-1904, and a chaplain
could not simultaneously be a land agent and
racing personality. Secondly, Rev Booth’s
death certiﬁcate mentioned two wives –
Helen and Vivienne – whereas Extra Booth
was married to Henrietta. Thirdly, shipping
records indicate a Mr and Mrs Booth
Hodgetts arrived from London on the Arcadia
in 1900 when Rev Booth was widowed. That
shipping record must therefore relate to
Extra Booth and his wife Henrietta.8

Extra Booth Hodgetts

the family he was from. Initially, I only had
a handful of references on Trove, however
by taking keywords from those, and adding
them to ‘Hodgetts’ searches, my collection
soon expanded. As I worked through the
results, I plotted Extra Booth’s activities on a
timeline, doing the same for Rev Booth when
I came across references to him. It was then
that I noticed a pattern: every mention of
Extra Booth was between 1900 and 1915, and
every mention of Rev Booth was after 1926.

My suspicions prompted me to question
the veracity of the sources which stated
Booth was a Sydney chaplain. These were
two alumni records – those of Charterhouse
boarding school and Cambridge University.
It transpired both drew exclusively on
Crockford’s Clerical Directories. A closer
examination of Crockford revealed Booth
listed as a Sydney chaplain in editions
1900-1904, however later editions referred
to his Millbrook curacy (1896-98) and his
Hunter Region career (1926 onwards) with
a signiﬁcant gap in between. The Sydney
chaplaincy appeared to be a mistake which
was perpetuated in both alumni records.9
In fact, I now suspected Rev Booth had never
been a Sydney chaplain at any stage. That
strengthened the possibility that he and
Extra Booth were the same person. While
there was still the problem of his death
certiﬁcate failing to mention Henrietta,
death certiﬁcate information is only as
good as the knowledge or memory of the
informant. There was also the shipping
record which suggested Booth had married
Henrietta in England.

Australia’s
largest online
family history
resource
*

Research
earch and
build
d your family
tree
e online

Continuing my Trove research, I turned up
numerous incidental mentions of Rev Booth
at funerals and marriages he conducted after
1926, but none before that. Why?
*comScore,

2011
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Extra Booth Hodgetts

Image 2: Advertisement for Arthur Richard & Co. Ltd. estate agents, The Sun, 19 May 1911

I concluded my best chance of proving Booth’s
identity was the record of his marriage to
Henrietta, or another primary source that perhaps
linked Rev Booth to an address of Extra Booth.
Searching for a marriage, I drew a blank. However,
Rev Booth had two sons who served in WWI, and
I surmised he might be listed as next of kin in their
military records. Bingo! Addresses in both records
proved that Rev Booth and Extra Booth were the
same person.10
But what of Henrietta? Searching again for the
record of Booth’s marriage to her, I instead found
his marriage to Amelia Catherine Castle!11 Not
only was Amelia a surprise, but the marriage had
been conducted according to the rites of the Greek
Orthodox church in Pitt Street Sydney, which
seemed odd for a Church of England minister. The
marriage was undoubtedly for the Rev Booth as it
indicated his father as Joseph Hope Hodgetts but,
confusingly, it took place after the Mr and Mrs
Hodgetts arrived from London. More intriguing
still, I discovered there had never been a Greek
Orthodox Church in Pitt Street. These anomalies
created new directions for my research, and the
full story gradually emerged.
Rev Booth inherited about £6,000 on the death
of his father. He took time off from his curacy,
bought a yacht and pursued leisure activities
before announcing he was going to Australia on
medical advice. When he embarked, he took his
two young sons and their nanny: Amelia Castle.
Rev Booth evidently planned a bit of fun with
Amelia and booked the passage as a married
couple. In April 1900, their arrival was widely
reported in Sydney newspapers and repeated
‘back home’ where the mention of Mrs Hodgetts
must have caused some surprise to Booth’s
former parishioners and his mother.12
Rev Booth had been caught out. In need of a quick,
quiet marriage, he and Amelia went to the World
Matrimonial Agency, a marriage shop with a
reputation for marrying anyone at a ‘quid a nob
with witnesses supplied’. It employed a variety

of ministers, and customers took the service on
offer; a Greek Orthodox minister happened to be
on duty when Booth and Amelia attended.13
Around this time, it seems Booth received
Crockford’s annual survey asking for an update
on his career; he evidently replied saying he was
a Sydney chaplain and continued this practice
through to 1904.
Booth’s inheritance made him wealthy.
Nevertheless, by December he joined Sidney
Raper in an estate agency. Booth and Sidney were
numbered amongst Mosman’s most prominent
citizens and employed a manager to run the
business for them. As a Cambridge-educated
Englishman, no doubt Booth lent an air of
sophistication to the enterprise.14
Booth and Amelia had a daughter in December
1901 and named her Lilian.15 Three months later,
Booth deserted them and moved to Randwick
where his Aberladye Stables bred and raced
horses.16 He had probably already taken up
with Henrietta Grace Knight before the move.17
Henrietta was ﬁfteen years’ younger than Booth,
and by 1903, was calling herself ‘Mrs Hodgetts’.
Booth showered her with expensive jewellery
including rubies, sapphires, diamonds, and a gold
ring engraved ‘Hetty’ and ‘Booth’.18 Meanwhile,
Amelia sold the Mosman house and took Lilian to
England, never to return.19
From 1903, the estate agency was registered
in Booth’s name, but in January 1907,
advertisements ceased, Booth sold up, and Sidney
Raper was shortly declared bankrupt.20 Perhaps
there was something shady about the business as
it was unregistered prior to 1903, and Raper had
three times escaped conviction for embezzlement,
forgery, and uttering while previously working at
the Land Titles department.21
Whatever the truth, Booth left Sydney leaving
no forwarding address.22 It transpired he was
lying low in Liverpool occupied as a dairyman.23
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As his sons reached maturity, the city beckoned,
and in 1911 Booth and Hetty moved to Paddington,
and he reprised his role as an estate agent. The
railway line had just been extended to Bankstown
where acreages offered a small farm lifestyle within
easy reach of the city. Of Booth’s sons, Stewart
wanted to be an architect, however William was
bound for farming – Greenacre at Bankstown
catered for both and, with land in demand, it was
the ideal location for an estate agent.24
Booth and the family were at Greenacre by mid1911. Their property soon had cows and poultry
which were probably William’s enterprise. Booth
kept a ﬂat in town, but he and Hetty lived at
Bankstown until late 1914.25 They would shortly
be married – just not to each other.
In February 1915, Hetty married a poultry farmer
from Pennant Hills, and two months later Booth
married Vivienne O’Keeffe who was 26 years his
junior. Hetty had never been married and was
therefore free. Booth, of course, was still married
to Amelia but, as she had been in England for
twelve years, the chances of discovery were low.
Nevertheless, ﬁve days after his marriage, Booth
sold up in Sydney. Relocating to Melbourne
conveniently avoided awkward questions from
anyone who knew he was married to Amelia, or
thought he was married to Hetty.26
With the country at war, the government
undertook a census to assess the manpower
and wealth available for Australia’s war effort
and by mid-year Booth was one of 400 civil
servants working for the War Census Office in
Melbourne.27
The pre-war lifestyle was over, and Booth settled
into the life of a clerk. However, his habit of
leaving no forwarding address was about to cause
him grief. His son Stewart had enlisted in the AIF
and, when he was wounded at Gallipoli, an official
telegram was sent to Booth in Sydney. Now in
Melbourne, Booth missed this telegram, and it

was not until two weeks later that he saw Stewart
listed in The Age under ‘wounded in action’. A
second telegram had already been despatched to
Sydney advising that Stewart was now seriously
ill, but again Booth found out through the
newspapers two weeks later. Once Booth advised
the war office of his current address, he promptly
heard that Stewart was progressing satisfactorily
in an English hospital.28

Extra Booth Hodgetts

I found him there because one S Hodgetts
appears on a local school’s WWI honour roll,
and Booth’s son Stewart was the only S Hodgetts
to serve in the AIF in WWI. While becoming a
dairyman seems uncharacteristic for Booth, it
ties in with his next move – and I doubt he ever
milked the cows himself!

Booth’s younger son, William, also enlisted and
embarked shortly before Booth and Vivienne
welcomed a daughter, Joan, in 1916. At age 48 and
with poor eyesight Booth was unable to enlist in
the AIF himself. Instead, he joined the Citizens
Military Forces and was appointed to the Pay
Corps, working in St Kilda until his discharge in
1920.29
Booth’s whereabouts for the next ﬁve years are
unknown, but in 1926 he took up a post as deacon
at Ellalong in NSW and was ordained a full
minister at Newcastle the following March.30 It
is interesting to speculate on what prompted his
return to the church. Perhaps it was his sons’ safe
return from the war?
From 1926, Booth was rector at various parishes
in the Hunter Region, reaching outlying areas
by horse.31 He retired in 1936, separating from
Vivienne about the same time.32 Booth spent his
retirement years at Narrandera with his daughter
Joan and her policeman husband. He died in
1954 having outlived all his ‘wives’ apart from
Vivienne.33 He had led a long life, closing the door
on each chapter as he moved on. The mourners at
his funeral probably had no idea of his exploits.
Stewart and William had been incredibly young
when Amelia returned to England. Perhaps they
only remembered her as their nanny which may
explain why Stewart failed to mention her when
he supplied the information for Booth’s death
certiﬁcate.
It turned out there was no ‘extra’ Booth Hodgetts
and I had just spent substantial time researching
my ﬁrst cousin three times removed. I don’t regret
that for one minute as what I love about genealogy
is the combination of history, detective work and
the stories that emerge – researching Rev Booth
ticks all those boxes.
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Ann Bell, a single mother
th
in 19 century Scotland
by Moreen Dainty
I ﬁrst came across Ann Bell’s name in 2019 on
the marriage certiﬁcate of my great grandmother,
Mary Ann Bell.1 In 1887, Mary Ann had married
a collier called John Terris in Townhill, just
outside Dunfermline in Fife. In the section which
provides the names of the bride’s parents, only the
words ‘Ann Bell, afterwards Mitchell’ appeared.
The rest of the entry had been left blank.

Over the coming months, I began building a
timeline of Ann Bell’s life relying on original
records as well as the clues buried in Mae’s
handwritten note. Had Loeffler fathered both girls
and if so, why hadn’t he married Ann Bell? What
kind of life had Ann Bell led as a single mother in
19th century Scotland and who was the man she

Moreen can be contacted at:
mdainty673@gmail.com

This wording indicated that Mary Ann Bell had
been born illegitimate but that her mother, Ann
Bell, had later married someone by the name of
Mitchell. It was my ﬁrst brush with illegitimacy
in my family’s past and felt like a veritable ‘brick
wall’ in family research terms. I felt a mix of
frustration and intrigue.
I decided to reach out to members of my extended
family in the UK, many of whom I had lost contact
with since coming to live in Australia in the early
1990s. I emailed my cousin, Colin Millar in Suffolk,
to ﬁnd out what, if anything, his late mother (Mae
Millar (née Anderson) had told him about her
grandmother, Mary Ann Bell. I was surprised to
hear he recalled Mae saying our ancestors had
come from Alsace in the early 1800s. Colin sent
me a photo of some brief notes Mae had written on
the back of an envelope.2 They appeared to contain
critical information relating to Ann Bell. Mae had
written the names ‘Loaffler’ and ‘Veitch’ with an
arrow pointing to Mary Ann and a ‘half-sister’,
Jessie Bell. At the bottom of the envelope were
more names and the word ‘Australia’.
Around this time, I also got in touch with
Margaret Tait (née Terris), another of Mary Ann
Bell’s grand-daughters, now in her 80s and still
living in Dunfermline. Margaret explained that
Mary Ann was the daughter of a German jeweller
in Dundee, by the name of John George Loeffler.
She added, ‘My great grandmother [Ann Bell] had
two children by him but he never married her!’3
Image 1: Aunt Mae with son Alasdair, mother Kate
Anderson (née Terris) and grandmother, Mary Ann
Terris (née Bell) standing behind. Author’s collection.
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Image 2: Topographical map of Fife in the 1850s. Source: J Anderson, Dura Den: a monograph of the yellow sandstone & its remarkable
fossil remains’, Edinburgh, Constable & Co, 1859, p2.

later married? The following
story attempts to answer these
questions and in so doing sheds
further light on the difficult life
and times of my great-greatgrandmother.

Kemback Parish, Fife,
1866

Image 3: Aunt Mae’s note. Courtesy of
Colin Millar.

Ann Bell gave birth to her ﬁrst
child, Mary Ann Bell, in the
small hours of the morning on
9 October, 1866 in the Parish of
Kemback in central Fife.4 Ann
was a 21-year-old ﬂax worker
employed at Blebo Works, a
collection of spinning mills
belonging to Alex Watson &
Co. which employed some 300
hands.5

The tiny parish of Kemback sat in rich, farming
land, three miles east of the market town of Cupar
and not far from the medieval university town
of St. Andrews. During the ﬁrst half of the 19th
century, a cluster of mills and workers’ dwellings
had sprung up along on the banks of the Ceres
Burn which ran through the parish.6 The river
ﬂowed through a thickly wooded ravine called
Dura Den, falling 150 feet in just over a mile,
providing local mill owners with a source of
cheap power. The mills were driven by huge water
wheels which were supplemented by steam power
when water levels ran low in summer. The spools
of lint and tow, much of it from locally grown ﬂax,
were produced for the linen merchants in the
nearby city of Dundee.

Dura Den was well known for its picturesque
scenery7, although I doubt workers like Ann
Bell had time to appreciate it. In the 1830s, the
spinning master of Blebo Mills testiﬁed to the
UK Government’s Factory Inquiry Commission
that that those in his employ (children included)
worked, on average, thirteen hour days:
They were allowed a half hour break for breakfast
and the same for dinner. If anyone wanted to have
a day off, they could have one, but had to work extra
hours in advance.8

A series of Factories Acts were introduced
mid-century to improve working conditions,
particularly for women and children, but the pace
of change was often piecemeal and slow. For a
ﬂax worker like Ann, this meant she was working,
rather than going to school, throughout her
teenage years.
Ann Bell registered her daughter’s birth with
Mr Dandie, the local school teacher and Parish
Session Clerk, six weeks after Mary Ann was
born. He left the space for the father’s name blank
and wrote ‘illegitimate’ under her name.9
Eight years later, in November 1874 Ann Bell
won a paternity case in the Sheriff Court of
Forfarshire, proving that George Loeffler, a
Master Watchmaker residing at 2 Kirk Entry,
Overgate, Dundee was the father of Mary Ann. On
Christmas Eve that year Mr Dandie recorded the
amendment in the Register for Corrected Entries,
which every parish in Scotland was legally obliged
to maintain.10
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Image 4: Family chart for Ann Bell.

I was struck by the fact that a factory worker like
Ann Bell had gone to court. Even with help, surely
it would have taken courage and determination to
hold Loeffler to account? Had she hoped to marry
him after the birth of Mary Ann? Had he promised
her they would? I battled the temptation to start
creating a picture of Ann in my mind, to make
assumptions about her ‘situation’ and how this
had come about. Instead, I channelled my efforts
into ﬁnding out what happened to Ann Bell in
those intervening years.
I discovered that Ann’s relationship with George
Loeffler didn’t last. By the time their little girl
Mary Ann turned three, the 25-year-old Loeffler
had met and married a different woman called
Grace Mitchell, the daughter of a Dundee ship
master.11 They married in February 1869 and two
months later had a son.12 The family moved into
an upper storey ﬂat owned by Grace’s father at
Overgate in Dundee. With them lived two German
boarders, both jewellers.13 They ran a clock and
watchmaking business from that date until 1875
called ‘Loeffler & Rombach’.14
George Loeffler had clearly moved on with his life
and so, it turns out, had Ann Bell.
In August 1869, Ann Bell gave birth to her second
illegitimate child at Kemback who she named
Jessie.15 Aunt Mae’s notes suggested Mary Ann
and Jessie were half-sisters, so who was the father
of Jessie Bell? Had Ann Bell also taken this man
to court? I searched the index of the Old Scottish
Genealogy and Family History website and found
a ‘Filiation and Aliment’ decree brought by Ann
Bell against one John Burns in August 1869. I
ordered a digital copy of the court’s decision. In
early October, Cupar Sheriff Court concluded that
John Burns, a book deliverer from Cupar, was

Jessie’s father. He was ordered to pay aliment of
four pounds and ten shillings a year until Jessie
reached ten years of age.16 This amount was the
equivalent of about two months wages for a ﬂax
factory worker like Ann.17
How usual was it for women like Ann Bell to go to
court? Genealogists at www.Scottishindexes.
com have tried to work this out. They looked at
the number of illegitimate births in ﬁve counties
in southern Scotland in 1858 and found just under
15% had some kind of record in the Sheriff Court.
In around 10% of these cases, a written copy of the
court’s decision was requested so that it could be
enforced. I concluded Ann Bell was no pushover.
It’s hard to say how much stigma there was
around illegitimacy at that time. Ann was living in
an era of enormous social change brought about
by the Industrial Revolution. Textile production
had shifted from a cottage industry to one that
was highly mechanised and factory based. For the
ﬁrst time, therefore, young women like Ann had
the chance to leave home and be more ﬁnancially
independent – not to mention free from parental
oversight and control.18 The grip the Established
Church once had over local communities was also
weakening. According to a University of Glasgow
study, ‘Many working people did not regard
illegitimacy as a problem, in spite of lectures
from their parish ministers. It was only later that
century, that it was seen as more shameful.’19

Ferry Port on Craig, 1871-1881
I would have lost track of Ann Bell and her two
young children, had it not been for Aunt Mae’s
mention of the name ‘Veitch’. I searched Fife
census records using that surname as well as
‘Bell’. This produced an 1871 census record for
Ann Bell and her two girls living twelve miles
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called) on its way from Edinburgh
up the east coast of Scotland to
Dundee and then on to Aberdeen.
From the 1850s, purpose-built train
ferries had been used to cross the
Firth of Tay but engineers spent
several years trying to work out
how to build a bridge that could
span the river. In June 1878, the
4 km long Tay Rail Bridge was
completed to international acclaim
and the designer, Thomas Bouch,
received a knighthood for his
efforts. Two months later, Ann Bell
married Henry Mitchell and moved
to Dundee to live with him.27
On Sunday, 28 December, 1879
the central spans of the bridge
collapsed in high winds during
a violent, winter storm. An
evening train from Burntisland
to Dundee was passing over it at the time, and all
75 passengers on board fell to their death into the
icy water below.28 Some still view this as one of
the worst bridge disasters to have occurred in the
British Isles. I wonder if Ann Bell viewed this as a
bad omen?

Image 5: The Tay Bridge Disaster, unknown author - Image d&#039; une revue scannée par
Poudou99, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=32400825

away in Ferry Port on Craig, a town well known
for its textile and ship building industries,
in northeast Fife. The head of the household
was Ann ‘Viech’, a 76-year-old widow.20 Also
living with her was Mary Veitch, an unmarried,
ﬂax worker, aged 48 and a ten-year-old child,
Margaret Fraser.21 Confusingly, all ﬁve other
members of the household (including Ann Bell
and her two girls) were described as ‘daughters’ of
Ann Veitch.
As I worked to untangle this web of relationships,
Mary Veitch came to the fore. Mary was the eldest
of Ann Veitch’s seven children, born in 1817 as the
‘lawful’ child of David Veitch and Ann Dryburgh.22
I strongly suspected Mary could be Ann Bell’s
mother, calculating she would have been in her
mid-20s when Ann was born around 1845.23
Also, the forenames of Ann’s ﬁrstborn daughter,
Mary Ann Bell, follow Scottish naming patterns.
Unfortunately, however, I have been unable to
ﬁnd a record of Mary Veitch giving birth to Ann
despite extensive searches of Old Parish Records.
In 1873, Ann Veitch died of ‘old age’.24 Ann Bell
and Mary Veitch continued to work at the local
linen mills which produced course brown linens
for boat sails and wagon covers. In November
1874, Ann won the paternity case (mentioned
earlier) naming George Loeffler as the father of
Mary Ann. She was heavily pregnant at that time
with her third illegitimate child. In late December,
she gave birth to David Bell.25 Sadly, her son was
jaundiced from birth and died seven weeks later.26
Around this time, Ann started seeing Henry
Mitchell (no relation to Grace Mitchell), a railway
porter who lived across the Firth of Tay in Dundee.
A regular train service passed through Ferry Port
on Craig (or Tayport as the town had come to be

Dundee, 1881-1884
The 1881 census shows the couple living
at 1 Dudhope Crescent Road, Dundee. 29
However, Mary Ann and Jessie were with their
grandmother, Mary Veitch, in Tayport.30
1882 was a difficult year for Ann. At some point,
she gave birth to her fourth child, Annie Mitchell,
but was admitted to Dundee Royal Asylum in
November. The institution housed a mix of private
patients as well as paupers, like Ann.31 Often,
women were admitted with severe depression
following the death of a loved one or a child, or for
what we would now call postnatal depression.32
The conditions in the asylum wouldn’t have
helped. The building was a gloomy place,
surrounded by high walls, on a hill overlooking
the Firth of Tay not far from the centre of Dundee.
It was overcrowded and poorly ventilated and
freezing during the winter months.33
The asylum register states Ann Bell had recovered
sufficiently to be discharged in July 1883.34
However, sadly, she passed away in September
1884 at the age of 39. Her death certiﬁcate
described the cause of death as ‘probably
apoplexy’ – a historic, generic, medical term to
describe a sudden death. Ann Mitchell was noted
as illegitimate, her parents being James Bell,
meal miller, and Mary Veitch, housekeeper. Her
husband Henry Mitchell, was the informant.35
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Clearly, there are no easy answers when it comes
to this chapter of my family history. I have

learnt that it is one thing to ﬁnd an original
record, quite another to determine the veracity
of the information it contains. The skill comes
in analysing the range of sources that come
one’s way. As this article went to press, COVID
restrictions in Scotland lifted and I was ﬁnally
sent a copy of Ann Bell’s asylum records. They
were sad to read. Unfortunately, they contained no
new information regarding Ann’s blood relatives.
I may not have deﬁnitive proof that Mary Veitch
was Ann’s mother, but I do know she was always
close by to step in and help. I trust she gave
Ann Bell comfort and love during her short and
difficult life.

Ann Bell

These details were subsequently altered. The
names of Ann’s parents were removed in the
Register for Corrected Entries and simply listed
as ‘deceased’.36 I was perplexed! How could Mary
Veitch have been Ann’s mother if she was still very
much alive? Mary appears in the 1891 census in
Dunfermline living alone with her nine-year-old
grand-daughter, Annie Mitchell. And come to think
of it, when Mary Ann Bell married John Terris
in 1887, why doesn’t their marriage certiﬁcate,
acknowledge that Ann Bell is in fact dead?
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‘ … stole a pig

and away he run’

by John MJ Fitzpatrick

John can be contacted at
jfitzpat@sme.com.au

My great-great-grandfather, Michael Cusack
was not to be ignored. The report of a meeting
to nominate candidates for the Wangaratta
Municipal Council in 1863 describes Michael
Cusack as having ‘a strong Irish accent who
speaks of the “ould country.”’ He is also said to
be ‘in the habit of giving loose to his temper and to
his tongue … a man who possessed property’.1

Michael Cusack was born in 1808 in, or near, the
town of Nenagh, County Tipperary, Ireland.2 Little
is known of Michael’s early life except that by the
time he was 24, his convict records tell us, he was
a butcher and married with one daughter.3
On 4 July 1831 Michael and a William Lamb were
tried and convicted in the sessions of Nenagh for
pig stealing.4 Their sentence was transportation
for seven years. Family legend has it that Michael
was an innocent bystander, wrongly accused
when someone else committed a minor crime.
This now seems unlikely. He did have a previous
12 months’ conviction.
Other details gleaned from his Convict Indent
are that he could read and write. His religion
was listed as Roman Catholic. He was 5 feet, 5¾
inches high (167 cm) with a ruddy and freckled
complexion. His hair was dark brown, the colour
of his eyes, hazel. He was further described as
having an angular scar at the top of his forehead
on the right side, with another scar under it.
Michael was imprisoned initially on the hulks at
Cork. Three months after the trial, on 15 October
1831, he sailed from Cork for New South Wales, on
board the Norfolk. He would never see his wife or
daughter again. The Norfolk was a barque of 537
tons, built in 1814. The ship’s surgeon, William
Clifford, examined the men and found their
general health good. He thought their clothing
was improved from that of convicts under his
superintendence in former voyages. There were
199 convict men on board, they continued healthy
until the ship entered the tropics when some
inﬂammatory diseases appeared. Four died during
the journey.5
The Norfolk was at sea for almost four months,
arriving in Port Jackson, Sydney, on 9 February
1832. Michael, as a butcher, was promptly
assigned to James Chisholm of Lower Minto
(near Sydney). Six years later, the 1837 Muster
Image 1: Michael Cusack, Family photo.
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On 4 July 1838 Michael’s seven-year sentence
should have been complete yet he did not receive
his Certiﬁcate of Freedom until 1840.8 However,
the mandatory seven years separation from his
wife abroad would have been up by July 1838.
Michael could legally re-marry. By now Michael
had met Mary Hogan; a 15-year-old girl from
Tipperary. Mary arrived in Australia as a fouryear-old in 1828, along with her mother and
brother on board the convict ship Elizabeth.9
There is no doubt that Michael and Mary were a
lifelong couple. If the information on Mary’s death
certiﬁcate is correct, they were married in 1838, in
Melbourne. No marriage record has been found so
far, nor was there was any Catholic priest to marry
them in the Port Philip District until 1839. Maybe
they were never formally married.
In 1841 Mary and Michael had a son whom they
named Thomas, reputed to be the ﬁrst white child
born in Wangaratta.10 He went on to become a
famous runner and hotel owner. By now Michael
had his Certiﬁcate of Freedom and he was
working as a butcher at Laceby Station, near
Wangaratta.11 Patrick (my great-grandfather)
was born soon after on 29 January 1842 in Greta.
The following month saw Michael and his young
family in Melbourne for the baptism of both his
sons at St Francis Church on 28 February 1842.12
I would love to know what Michael thought of
Melbourne. In 1842 this newly named settlement
in the Port Philip District of the Colony of New
South Wales was a ﬂedging town some people still
called Dutigala, or Bearbrass, or even Batmania
(after John Batman, its founder). Melbourne
was rapidly growing. When Michael arrived at
the church that hot dusty Monday afternoon the
sturdy brick building we know today was still
under construction.
Michael’s next move was to Corowa where he
was the licensee for the Shamrock Inn.13 This was
before Corowa (or Currawah) was considered
a town. It was just a place on the banks of the
Murray where you could cross the river. Four
more children were born here – Margaret (1844),
Michael (1845), William (1846), and Ellen
(1847).14 Margaret went on to keep the Bull and
Mouth Hotel, Melbourne; Michael could sing and
often acted as Master of Ceremonies for local
events; William remained a bachelor and is buried
with his father; while Ellen was tricked into a
bigamous marriage.15

Around 1849/1850 Michael had a butcher’s
shop in Chancery Lane (now Victoria Parade)
Wangaratta.16 Wangaratta, or Ovens Crossing, was
a river crossing town still with some antiquated
bark and slab structures. A transition to
progressive Wangaratta with a brewery and ﬂour
mills started in 1852 when the Ovens goldﬁelds
opened up, making the river crossing pivotal and
a place of opportunities for an enterprising young
man.17

stole a pig

shows Michael is still with his master, James
Chisholm, who is now at Goulburn.6 Michael
Cusack and the Chisholms of Goulburn feature
in the early history of Wangaratta.7 It is likely the
Chisholms brought Michael to Wangaratta.

In 1851 the gold rush to Bendigo and Ballarat
emptied Wangaratta. At one stage there were
only six families represented in town: no Cusacks.
Presumably, they went to the diggings along with
everyone else and then came back en masse when
gold was found at Beechworth.18
Michael was certainly back in Wangaratta by 1852
where he had a butcher’s shop in Murphy Street in
partnership with a Henry Ponchard.19 This is also
where his daughter, Catherine, was born.
There was joy in 1854 when Michael’s daughter,
Mary, was born but grief followed when his fouryear-old son, John, who was born in Wangaratta
around 1850, died.20 This was also the year
Michael was ﬁrst described by the historian,
Whittaker, as an Auctioneer.21 That was quite a
step up.
Over the next ten years Michael was heavily
involved in public affairs. Besides being on the
trustees of the Wangaratta Turf Club he was
a committee member of the Agricultural and
Horticultural Association;22 an agent for The
Constitution (a Beechworth Newspaper); toll
collector for the Wangaratta bridge;23 and involved
in issues such as the collecting of funds for the
erection of the Daniel O’Connell monument
that now stands in front of St Patrick’s Catholic
Cathedral, Melbourne.24 Being a prominent
Wangaratta citizen, he also contributed toward
the new Anglican Church.25 Considering that
he was a Catholic this may have been a political
move. However, he did believe in the public good.
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Image 2: Wangaratta in the early 1860s, showing The Council Club Hotel – single story, third from
the left, Family photo.

Michael was a man of means. The Wangaratta
Cemetery Self Guided Tour brochure tells us
how ‘Coming out from Ireland as a convict for
stealing a pig, Michael ended up owning most
of Wangaratta’. The 1856 electoral roll lists
him as a freeholder on town and farmlands at
Wangaratta.26 In 1864, his son, Thomas, owned
the Council Club Hotel, although it was Michael
who ﬁnanced and built the hotel.27
Meanwhile, another four children joined the
Cusack household. Daughter Ann was born
in 1855. Michael registered her birth and
mischievously gave the date of his marriage as
1854. Two years later, in 1857, a son John, was
born. Sadly, John died at birth, the second son
named John to have died. It must have been
devastating for Mary and Michael. However,
they persevered and named their next son, John
Edward. John survived his father but only lived
to the age of ten years – heartbreaking for Mary.
Julia, their youngest, was born in February 1862,
yet Michael did not get around to registering the
birth until May. This sort of delay might explain
why some of his other children’s births went
unrecorded. Michael must have been in a playful
mood that Wednesday when he did register Julia’s
birth. He gave his age as 52. This conﬂicts with
other records. It would make his birthdate 1810.
He confused things further by giving the date of his
marriage as 1852 and the place as Wangaratta.28
On 19 June 1863 Wangaratta was incorporated
as a Borough. The people of Wangaratta
quickly moved to elect a Municipal Council and
Michael Cusack was nominated as a candidate
councillor.29 An election was held in which he
topped the poll with 89 votes.30

Family legend has it that Michael Cusack was
Wangaratta’s ﬁrst Mayor. Not so. He was elected
to chair the ﬁrst Council meeting.31 However, this
was solely to elect a permanent Chairman. He
was never actually Mayor. Michael was re-elected
for a second term in 1864. This time he polled the
second highest with 103 votes.32 Once again he
declined nomination for the position of Mayor.33
Sadly, by 6 April 1865 Michael was in ﬁnancial
difficulties. He had always claimed to be a man
of means. And no doubt he was. The list of assets
sold to pay his debts is extensive. He owned three
valuable allotments in Wangaratta’s business
centre, including his butcher’s shop, and house.
Then there were 23 suburban allotments along
with 60 acres of choice agricultural land at
Tarrawingee. Thankfully, he was permitted to
keep ‘his wearing apparel to the value of twentyﬁve pounds’.34
Not long after that (on 8 April) Michael’s right
to be a Councillor was challenged. His response
was that ‘… he (Cr Cusack) had a dashed sight
more money than he (Cr Lucas) had if all his
debts were paid’.35 He may have been bluffing.
Perhaps his ﬁnancial problems were linked to
the Council Club Hotel as his son Thomas was
found to be insolvent that month.36 The hotel
cost substantially more to build than originally
estimated.37
Twelve days later, on 20 April 1865, Michael
Cusack died of a nasty kidney disease.38 A
newspaper report of his death tells us that:
Mr. Michael Cusack ... was attending proceedings
at the Police Court ... when he suddenly fell down in
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Michael did leave a will, but it was never proven.
There were complications, including an erasure,
that may have made it invalid.40 Let us hope Mary
was not left destitute.
Soon after he died, in August that year, a concert for
the beneﬁt of Mrs Cusack ‘widow of the late, much
respected, Mr Michael Cusack’ was organised.41
Michael Cusack was a prominent Wangaratta
pioneer and father of 14 children (one in Ireland).
He was a butcher, convict, hotelier, auctioneer,
and Borough Councillor who had the respect of
his contemporaries. In 1872, ﬁve years after he
died, the North Eastern Ensign published a letter

describing Michael Cusack as:
… the watchful guardian who, while his neighbours
were asleep, studied, thought, propounded, and
worked himself, and made others do so, and through
his unﬂinching and untiring perseverance the
present important and ﬂourishing borough of
Wangaratta owes its origin. He was the promoter
of everything for the general welfare of the district
in which he lived. He assisted the needy when none
but the needy knew it. For an uneducated man he
possessed a larger share of sound common sense
and truly practical discernment than any one of his
contemporaries. His heart was large, his purse open,
and his actions, like himself, genuine as gold.42

stole a pig

a ﬁt. Medical attendance was immediately at hand,
and he was conveyed to his residence. But faint hope
of his recovery was entertained from the ﬁrst, and
after lingering for about four or ﬁve days he expired.39

Cusack Street, Wangaratta, is named after
Michael.43
Michael Cusack was not ignored.
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Thank you volunteers!
Thank you to all our 2021 volunteers and supporters.
The GSV Council would like to thank the many volunteers who have made such a difference
during this very difficult year.
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Discussion Circles
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Vicki Montgomery
Gayle Nicholas
Brian Reid
Rod Van Cooten
Margaret Vines

DNA Team
Jenny Redman
Alan Rhodes
Maureen Trotter
Penny Wolf
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Education

Research

RMH Project

Rod Armstrong
Jeanette Bakker
Meg Bate
John Blackwood
David Down
Cheryl Griffin
Linley Hooper
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Vicki Montgomery
Tom O'Dea
Jenny Redman
Rod Van Cooten
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Michael Rumpff
Joan Schoch
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Eric Smith
Margaret Smith
Eusebeia Sutherland
Wilbur Vigus
Barbara White

Lisa Falzon
Barbara Francis
Clive Luckman
Joan Schoch
Sue Wragg

e-News
Nicola Brown
Claire Johnson

GSV Representatives
Vicki Montgomery (AAFHO)
Michael Rumpff (VAFHO)
Margaret Vines (PROV, NAA)

Information Technology
Meg Bate
Cecil Clark
Claire Johnson
Peter Johnston
Tom O’Dea
Rod Van Cooten
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Library
Alison Armstrong
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Leonie Elliss
Valerie Farley
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Eric Smith
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Betty Tanck

Special Interest Groups
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Michael Blake
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Joy Roy
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Eric Smith
John Stanford
William Taylor
Janet Walmsley
Plus a big thank you to all
who offered extra time to
assist with the relocation
and setting up the new
premises.

The Ancestor Editorial Team would like to thank both David Down and Rod van Cooten for
generously ﬁnding time to set up and host our editorial Zoom meetings over this last eighteen months
which amount to a total of some sixteen meetings. It has enabled us to keep production of the journal on
schedule. Thank you, David and Rod!
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The children in
the lockup
by Jennifer MacKay
Three children, presumed abandoned, were found
on 29 January 1896 wandering the streets of
Moonambel, a small town near Avoca, Victoria.
Their offence – ‘All found wandering and not
having any settled place of abode’.
Jennifer MacKay, Secretary
of the Moonambel Arts
& History Group Inc.
(MAHG), can be contacted at
bmackay7@bigpond.com

They were conﬁned in a portable lockup (jail)
overnight with their only light ﬁltered through
a ventilation grate at ceiling level. All they had
with them were the clothes they wore, a blanket
each and a bucket for their toileting.1
Ten-year-old Octive Edith Dean, eight-yearold Alice Louisa Dean, and one-year-old
Constance Palmerston spent the night in horriﬁc
circumstances.

Back in 2003, the Moonambel Arts and History
community, under the guidance of Jan Curtis
and Merri Hogan, embarked on a journey to last
eighteen years. It was then that the community
discovered that the lockup at the original
Moonambel police house was one of only ﬁve
remaining portable police lockups in Victoria.
At the time of discovery, it had been used for hay
storage and as a chicken coop, among other things.
In 2003 Moonambel Arts and History community
applied for, and received a grant from Heritage
Victoria, to relocate the lockup to the Moonambel
Common and restore it.
Many years of research accessing original police
records and the original Moonambel Police Charge
Book from years 1883 to 1914 revealed 53 persons
who were held in the lockup. In 2006 Moonambel
Arts and History Group formally became a
collective and in 2011 became incorporated
(MAHG). Under the guidance of Secretary Jan
Curtis, the research and development of the
Historical Police Precinct continued.
Original sculptures of the children created by
local artists Merri Hogan and Barry Fox and
placed in the lock up had become degraded and
derelict over time. MAHG had taken the plight
of the children to their hearts and decided they
needed to have new interpretations made. MAHG
Secretary Jennifer MacKay had seen photos of
wire sculptures of ‘ghost soldiers’ in an English
church yard and with the suggestion from Merri
Hogan she presented to the MAHG committee
the proposal for the new sculptures to be made by
Clunes artist Tom Ripon.
To ﬁnd a descendant of the children, Jennifer
used her long-distance membership of GSV.
With the allocated two hours of professional
research, Ann-Maree Richardson of the research
team was able to trace the descendant of the
eldest child Octive Edith Dean (birth registered
as Edith Octave Dean in 1885). Octive Dean and
Alice Louisa Dean (born 1887) were sisters,

Image 1: Wire ﬁgures of the children in the lockup.Author’s photo
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Children in lockup
Images 2&3: Moonambel Arts and History Group members and friends
painting the lockup. L to R: Kaye Hutton, Garry Hutton, Adrian van
den Bergen, Sanne Malkaer, Keith Hunter, Bruce MacKay, and top
right, artist Tom Ripon installing the ﬁgures. Author’s photos.

Image 4: Granddaughters of Octive Dean standing in front of
the lockup. L to R: Val Evans, Eileen Ryan and Marion Rovere.
Author’s photo.

Image 5: Octive Edith Dean, the ‘ten-yearold’, on the left, and Constance Topp (Aunt
Connie) ‘the one-year-old’, second from the
right, 1959. Photo courtesy Eileen Ryan.
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Children in lockup

Image 6: Current MAHG secretary
Jenny MacKay (left) with past
secretary Jan Curtis. Author’s photo.

while one year old Constance (born 1895) was
found to be a half-sister whose last name was in
fact Halvorstone. Alice Louisa married James
Loch Sanders in Victoria in 1908 but died at age
21 the following year of an asthma attack and
subsequent heart failure. Octive Edith married
Horace William Turvey in 1909, while Constance
(Connie) married Thomas Joseph Topp in 1914.2
When we made contact with the descendant
Eileen Ryan we were informed that she and her
two sisters were granddaughters of the ten-yearold child Octive Edith.3 They regarded her as their
second mother, and she was always known as
Octive (Ollie). The three sisters lived with Octive
and her husband all their lives while their parents
were away with work. Eileen and sisters Val
(Evans) and Marion (Rovere)4 had no idea of the
plight of their grandmother and dear Aunt Connie
all those years ago. This was something that was
never mentioned, and the circumstances of which
Eileen is eager to explore.
It has been conﬁrmed that ‘The children in
the lockup’ were related to the Dean family
from Landsborough and had attended the
local Landsborough school. Octive and Alice’s
father Michael Dean, who died following a
mine explosion in 1890,5 had married Elizabeth
Collins while his brother Thomas was married
to Elizabeth’s sister Emma Cordelia Collins. The
Dean brothers’ parents, George and Ellen, were
original pioneer settlers in the area, where the
Dean family still has a connection today through
Landsborough residents Terri and Bruce Dean
(Bruce is related to Michael’s brother Thomas).6
On 20 May 2021 the autumn sun shone down
on a gathering of approximately 75 people to
witness the three granddaughters of Octive
Edith Dean, together with the artist Tom Ripon,
open the sculptural interpretation of ‘The
children in the lockup’.7

Eighteen years on from the original Historical
Police Precinct development, MAHG has come
full circle. The fear and trepidation we felt as a
community for the future of ‘The children in the
lockup’ has been for naught. We have discovered
they led full happy and fruitful lives. The happy
stories and memories Eileen, Val and Marion
shared of their dear grandmother and great aunt
have indeed closed the circle.

Acknowledgement
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GSV ‘How to’ Series

A close look at the
Digital Panopticon
Finding convicts in Britain and Australia
by Kristy Love
The Oxford English Dictionary deﬁnes the
‘panopticon’ as ‘A circular prison with cells
arranged around a central well, from which
inmates can be observed at all times.’ The Digital
Panopticon (https://www.digitalpanopticon.
org) is then a ﬁtting name for a centralised online
repository for records about London convicts in
Britain and Australia. The website boasts that
‘… [it] allows you to search millions of records
from around ﬁfty datasets, relating to the lives of
90,000 convicts from the Old Bailey.’

How is this possible?
The aggregation of such vast amounts of data is no
mean feat. In this instance, the Digital Panopticon
was funded by a grant from the British Arts and
Humanities Research Council. The project is
led by a team of eminent researchers from the
Universities of Liverpool, Oxford, Sheffield,
Sussex and Tasmania. The site itself is hosted by
the Digital Humanities Institute at the University
of Sheffield. The team are world-renowned
experts in historical crime and punishment in
Britain and penal transportation to Australia, so
you’re in good hands. Happily, these scholars do
not write in impenetrable academic jargon, so the
site has much to offer family historians.

What can I ﬁnd on the site?
The site aggregates and links multiple datasets
for the period of transportation to Australia
and beyond, namely 1740 to 1925. The database
includes indexes of:
• Trial, post-trial and sentencing records from
several sources that relate to the Old Bailey
• British transportation records
• Australian convict ship arrival records
• Colony records for New South Wales, Van
Diemen’s Land (Tasmania), and Western
Australia

• British imprisonment records which cover a
number of penal institutions
• Convict tattoos
• Civil records (births, deaths,
marriages, and census returns)
Further details about the exact scope
of these records can be found on the
website.

Dr Kristy Love can be contacted at
familyhistoryagency@gmail.com see
also www.familyhistoryagency.com

Why should a family historian
use the site?
The linking together of dozens of previously
discrete databases is a time-saving boon to
the family historian. Providing the records are
available for a person of interest, it is possible
to pull up, in an instant, a full life history for
someone who interacted with the penal system.
The family historian new to researching the life
histories of convicts will also ﬁnd the Historical
Background page an excellent primer about crime,
justice and punishment in London and Australia
from 1780 to 1925.
The site also provides a series of vivid stories on
the ‘Convict Lives’ pages to show you possible
uses for the data.

How do I ﬁnd things?
The ‘Research and Teaching’ page includes a
useful collection of research guides. I recommend
that the ﬁrst-time user of the site read the ‘Guide
to Researching Family History’, as it includes tips
for making the best use of the site.
From there, you’ll want to go to the ‘Search’ page.
The ‘Search Builder’ function allows you to search
for single records about convicts or for entire life
archives, which are compilations of records for a
particular person.
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Image 1: The Digital Panopticon Search Builder

The simplest search can be done on given name,
surname and/or keywords. The ‘Add More Search
Criteria’ button allows you to expand your search.
If you run into any difficulties in building your
search, try clicking on a blue question mark which
will open a window of useful tips, including ways
to use of wildcards in your search.

you the possibility of expanding your search to
cover ‘personal and physical characteristics,
criminal trials and pardons, punishments, family
circumstances (marriage and birth of children),
and more’.
See Image 2 below - from The Digital Panopticon
Search Builder criteria
(https://www.digitalpanopticon.org/search,
12 September 2021).

See Image 1 above - from The Digital Panopticon
‘Search Builder’
(https://www.digitalpanopticon.org/search,
12 September 2021).

What search results will I get?

It is possible to accidentally delete all the search
criteria ﬁelds, so you may want to watch out for
that! If this happens, simply click on the ‘Add
More Search Criteria’ button and add the original
search ﬁelds back in. This button also allows

The search will return both single records and life
archives which offer two or more records. These
are initially displayed as a list. Clicking on a name
will allow you to view the record in more detail. An
example life archive is shown on page 25. Clicking
on either the ‘Show All Records’ link or the ‘More

Image 2: The Digital Panopticon Search Criteria
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Image 3: The Digital Panopticon - Life Archive Search Results for William King

Details’ link will provide you with more details
related to the records. Arrows in a square box
indicate external links to digitised copies of original
records. Clicking on these will open a new page.

may want to consider using the Digital Panopticon
while visiting the Genealogical Society of Victoria
office or at a local family history library that offers
free access to certain paid databases.

See Image 3 above - from the Digital Panopticon
William King b. 1775, Life Archive ID
obpt18061029-22-defend284
(https://www.digitalpanopticon.org/
life?id=obpt18061029-22-defend284).
Version 1.2.1, consulted 12 September 2021.

In summary

The challenge with all sites that deal with
aggregated data is that navigation can prove
tricky. This is certainly the case with the Digital
Panopticon. The site includes many functions
that are more relevant to academic researchers
or long-term family historians. For example, the
site allows you to visualise, download or cite the
results of your search. However, most new family
historians will ﬁnd the individual records easier
to use. These can be accessed via the results list
which is ﬁrst displayed after conducting a search.

The Digital Panopticon holds crucial information
for building a rich picture of the lives of
your convict ancestors. The sheer volume of
information available, along with a multitude of
links to external sites, might be overwhelming for
casual users, however, it is worth your while to
persist with the site. By reviewing the research
guides and easing into the simple search ﬁrst, I’m
sure you’ll ﬁnd the site worth your while!

References
The Digital Panopticon: Tracing London
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What does it cost?
The search function is free to use. However, many
of the related individual datasets are held by third
party commercial entities, so in some instances,
you’ll need to have access to a subscription for
those databases to view the digital copies of the
original records. If you are cash-strapped, you
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Unscathed
by Teresa Collis

Teresa can be contacted at
teresacollis@gmail.com

In the words of his younger brother George,
Syd Collis ‘came through the war unscathed’.1
As a jockey and racehorse trainer, it was no
surprise that when war broke out in 1914, Syd
joined the Australian Light Horse.2 A medical
orderly in the 3rd Light Horse Field Ambulance
(3LHFA), his war years were spent in Egypt and
the Middle East, triaging and treating wounded
soldiers and transferring them to dressing
stations or ﬁeld hospitals.3 Syd seems to have
been an unassuming,
pragmatic young man
with a positive outlook
on life, and despite the
dangers of war and
several bouts of enteritis
during his almost four
years of service, fate
treated him kindly. Such
characteristics likely
helped Syd get through
the war and were
perhaps instrumental in
helping him settle back
into civilian life after
returning home.
Sydney George Collis
was born in 1896 in the
small town of Alberton
in Victoria.4 His mother
Agnes (née Hunter) died
from complications of
childbirth a week after
he was born, leaving his
father George to care
for three young children
- newborn son Syd, ﬁveyear-old Tom and threeyear-old Laura.5 George
remarried two years later
to Emmeline Thirkill,

and by the time the war broke out in 1914, there
were nine children in the Collis family.6
Syd was among the 45 young men who presented
at the local Shire Hall in Yarram on 16 September
1914, all determined to do their part for the war
effort.7 He was eighteen years old, at 5 foot 8½
inches perhaps a little taller than the average
jockey, and despite an appendix scar and an
atrophied testicle caused by a riding accident,
was passed ﬁt and allocated to the Light Horse.8
The following Monday he set off by train from
Alberton to the camp at Broadmeadows with 39
other recruits, the local community turning out to
farewell them, in no doubt that their boys would
‘be a credit to South Gippsland’.9
After initial training, Syd, a private, was assigned
to the 3LHFA.10 On 2 February 1915 they departed
Victoria Dock at 5:45pm aboard the Chilka,
bound for Egypt; on board were three officers,
89 men and 109 horses. Following a two day stop
in Colombo, and sailing via Suez and Port Said,
the Chilka arrived in Alexandria on 9 March. The
3LHFA disembarked and marched to Mena where
they set up camp, and seven weeks later they
moved camp to Heliopolis racecourse.11
On 6 May Syd wrote to his father George, and the
letter was published in the local newspaper the
following month.12 Despite the circumstances,
Syd seemed to be enjoying life. As a jockey, he
would have had a critical eye for the racecourse,
which was located right in the town. According
to Syd it was a lovely course. ‘We have our church
parade in the straight, and the chaplain gets in the
judge’s box. It looks funny.’
Heliopolis was a wealthy city and was built by a
syndicate. Syd noted that ‘All the houses are let
to different tenants who have plenty of money.
The buildings are wonderful. All the fronts are

Image 1: Sydney George Collis, 1914,
courtesy of Mark Robinson
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Image 2: The Palace Hotel, Heliopolis, 1915-1917.
Creator: Sister Selina Lily Mackenzie. Musems
Victoria, Item No. MM152469. Courtesy of the
Mackenzie Family

mostly marble of splendid architecture’. The city
also boasted a boxing stadium, and the troops ran
boxing competitions to keep themselves active
and amused. Syd seemed very happy to be able
to tell his father that ‘a chap from Gippsland has
won all his ﬁghts up till now’. The weather was
extreme – the day started with reveille at 5am and
ﬁnished at 12:30pm due to the oppressive heat.
The soldiers were well fed on Australian mutton
and potatoes and were allowed 6d per day for food
by the Egyptian government. ‘Everything is right
with us’, Syd wrote to his father, ‘But anytime
now the fun commences and we are ﬁt and well to
rough it’.
As soon as they arrived, the 3LHFA was busy
unloading wounded soldiers from trains, dressing
wounds and helping in operating rooms. The
Palace Hotel had been converted to the ‘biggest
hospital in the world’, and it was full. Syd saw
men with arms, legs, toes and hands shot off; he
saw soldiers who had been shot in the eyes; he
helped with amputations. Wherever they were to
be stationed during the war – across Egypt and
Palestine –this was the work of the 3LHFA. Like
so many soldiers frustrated not to be ﬁghting at
the front, Syd felt his ‘blood boil to see them, and
us waiting here’.13
A fortnight after arriving in Heliopolis, on 15
May 1915 they set off for Alexandria, then on
to Gallipoli and eventually to Mudros on the
island of Lemnos. Here they opened a Stationary
Hospital where they tended to all imperial
soldiers wounded at Cape Helles, and a number
of the unit, including Syd, were admitted to the
hospital with enteritis.14
Over the next three years, Syd and the 3LHFA
found themselves in the thick of many battles:
the Jifjafa Raid (April 1916), the Battle of Romani
(August 1916), the Battle of Magdhaba, (December
1916), the Belah Bombing Raid (May 1917) and the
Battle of Beersheba (October 1917).15
The Belah Bombing Raid was a typically
harrowing experience. The camp conditions
and rations were ideal, the weather perfect, and

patients were pouring in. Then, at 10pm on 4
May 1917, the sky was ‘suddenly full of planes’,
and a bombing raid began targeting the Casualty
Clearing Station. Two men of the 3LHFA were
killed instantly. Patients dragged themselves from
tents with horriﬁc wounds, and many were killed
outright. As the injured were triaged and operated
on, the enemy planes continued to ﬂy overhead. It
was 3:30am the following morning before all was
calm again.16
Like many medical personnel, Syd was
transferred to and from various units – he was
attached to the hospital in Moascar for three
weeks in November 1916, and in February 1917
was transferred to the 10th Light Horse Regiment
as a Medical Detail. Syd returned to the 3LHFA in
July and was promoted to Lance Corporal and in
November 1917 was promoted again to Corporal.17
Syd succumbed to illness on several occasions and
spent time in hospital in May 1915, September 1915,
September 1916, October 1916 and August 1918.18
As one of the ‘original Anzacs’, Syd was entitled to
Anzac leave, and on 30 August 1918 he left Suez
aboard the Wiltshire.19 On 4 October, he arrived in
Melbourne, expecting to return to the front for the
planned spring 1919 offensive.20
D’Arcy and James Brown, also from the Alberton
District, had recently returned from the front
injured, and on the afternoon of 9 October a
large gathering of ladies and schoolchildren
were in attendance at the shire hall in Yarram
to welcome the soldiers home.21 The following
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Unscathed

Image 3: Sydney’s Attestation Paper, Service record of Sydney George Collis, National Archives of Australia, B2455

Tuesday evening, a formal
welcome for Syd took place at the
Alberton Mechanics Hall. After
much praise and gratitude was
expressed by local dignitaries, Syd
thanked everyone ‘for the kind
but rather far fetched remarks’
about himself. He ‘only did his
duty’, and ‘knew when he enlisted
that they didn’t shoot cream puffs
over there’. He considered himself
‘very fortunate to return home
intact’.22
Syd never returned to the front.
The Armistice was declared on
11 November 1918, and he was
officially discharged from the
Australian Imperial Force on 3
December of the same year. He
was awarded the 1914/15 Medal,
the General Service Medal, and
the Victory Medal.23

Image 4: Sydney George Collis, c1918,
courtesy of Mark Robinson

In 1921, Syd married Minnette
Tanaka, the daughter of Japanese
laundryman Samuel Tanaka.24
Around 1922 their daughter
Agnes was born, and shortly
afterwards Syd re-enlisted.
Military life must have held some
appeal for Syd, and this time around he
joined the RAAF. His service was shortlived however, and he was discharged at
his own request less than twelve months
later. 25

Syd’s father-in-law Samuel died in 1926,26
and Syd and Minnette took over the
laundry business in Caulﬁeld.27 The family
lived quietly in suburban Melbourne
for many years, and it is easy to imagine
Syd simply getting on with life, ﬁnding
pleasure in small things.28 Agnes married
Stanley Ross in 1943.29
Towards the end of 1961, Minette became
very ill and was admitted to St Vincent’s
Hospital. She died on 10 January 1962
from cardiac and renal failure associated
with diabetes and septicaemia, aged 59.30
Sadly, just six years later, Agnes passed
away from lung cancer and pneumonia
leaving behind her husband and three
daughters. She was just 45 years old.31 Syd
had seen death and grief in the war, but the
sadness of losing his wife and daughter so
young must have been hard to bear.
Syd lived the remainder of his life in the
family home in Elsternwick that he had
shared with Minnette since 1942.32 A
modest and unassuming man who ‘just
did his duty’, he emerged unscathed from
the Great War, raised a family during the
Depression, and lived through the Second
World War. A life well lived.
Syd died aged 76 of ischaemic heart
disease and bronchitis in the Repatriation
Hospital in Heidelberg in 1972, four years
after the death of his daughter Agnes.33
He is buried beside Minnette in Brighton
Cemetery.34
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The controversial managers
of the Yan Yean Reservoir
by Paul Magill

Paul can be contacted at
paulmagill2@hotmail.co.uk

Among the thousands arriving in Port Phillip at
the end of 1852, were two hopeful immigrants,
John Lanktree and Matthew Jackson, strangers
whose paths were to cross in dramatic fashion
over the next years. Much is known about
Lanktree’s background. He had been land
agent to the powerful Londonderry family,
managing their estates in the north of Ireland
during the tragic years of the Great Famine
1845-1849. However, accused of withholding
rents, he was ejected, brought to court and
sentenced to a year’s imprisonment in 1851.1
Aged 45, ‘a totally bankrupt and broken man’,
Lanktree left Ireland with his wife and nine of his
eleven children, departing from Liverpool on the
Hibernia in June 1852.2
Less is known about Matthew Bullock Jackson
from Yorkshire. His experience appeared to have
been as a draughtsman and his plan was to get

employment in the construction of the South
Australian Railway. He migrated from England in
the same year. On the passenger list, he is listed
as a 27-year-old iron worker but is more likely to
have been 22 or 23 years as he was baptised on 24
September 1829 in Tadcaster. Both men secured
positions with Melbourne’s newly formed Sewers
and Water Commission, Lanktree was appointed
Secretary to the Board in May 18533 and Jackson,
Chief Engineer in January 1854.4
Lanktree and his family quickly settled into
life in Melbourne. He became a member of St.
Mark’s Anglican Church in Collingwood and rose
to be a prominent citizen. In 1852 Melbourne
was enjoying a boom and its population
expanding rapidly. To cope with these changes
the Melbourne Sewers and Water Commission
was formed and one of its ﬁrst projects was
the construction of the Yan Yean Reservoir. It
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was a highly ambitious plan to provide a piped
water supply to Melbourne, from a distance of
nineteen miles. It ranked with the world’s largest
reservoirs at the time.5 But behind the story of its
construction, lay another darker story of intrigue
and rivalry. The conﬂict between Lanktree and
Jackson was to cast a shadow over the future lives
of both men.
The dispute appears to have begun shortly after
Jackson’s appointment as Chief Engineer in
January 1854. It led to an official investigation
by the Commission early in 1855. There was
widespread coverage in the Melbourne press as
charges of jobbery and nepotism were put about.
Jackson asserted that Lanktree had slandered
him on several counts. He belittled Lanktree
as incompetent but worse still accused him of
being in partnership with a contractor, Mr. John
Davies, and of having defrauding the public purse.
In response, Jackson stated that it was in fact
Lanktree who was colluding with contractors and
that he had awarded a major contract to his son
in law, Mr. Thomas Reilly. The level of animosity
rose when Lanktree asserted:
Mr. Jackson has, since he became your engineer,
accumulated money beyond what could be
accomplished from the legitimate emoluments of
his situation ... and that his bank account will shew
lodgements made contemporaneous with payments
to certain of your contractors.6

In its judgement, the Board rejected both charges
of complicity with contractors but it went on
to reprimand Lanktree for his unscrupulous
methods to support his accusations. ‘It appears
that on one occasion Mr. Jackson had left
his bank book on the table of the Secretary’s
office, and that Mr. Lanktree had looked into it
and examined the lodgements …’. It criticised
Lanktree’s line of argument as ‘artful’, implying
that he had been crafty and cunning. As for
Jackson, he was not spared either ‘… Whether
from love of power or too exalted views as
to what are or ought to be the privileges of a
professional man … he had exceeded his powers’.
The President concluded that he would deﬁne
the duties and roles of the different officers but
that he would take no further action. However,
the dysfunctional working relationship between
Secretary and Chief Engineer, marked by envy,
rivalry and intrigue, would continue. Accusations
against Lanktree on other grounds surfaced again
in the following months.

On 29 August 1857, after further allegations about
ﬁnancial irregularities against Lanktree, yet
another Committee of Inquiry was set up by the
Water Commission to investigate. This time, one
of the main charges against Lanktree was that he
had reimbursed himself from discount due to be
paid to another contractor, Mr. Whitehair. The
Board concluded that this had indeed happened
and the outcome was that he was removed from
his post as Secretary on 2 September 1857.7 The
Argus reported the events under the heading ‘The
Case of Mr. Lanktree’.8 The article concluded
with Lanktree’s letter responding to the verdict,
protesting his innocence, stating that it was an
allegation going back nearly two years. He ended
by stating:

Yan Yean Reservoir

Image 1: Yan Yean Reservoir La Trobe, Charles Joseph, 1801-1875. 1859 Picture Collection, State Library of
Victoria Accession no: H18112. Annotation in La Trobe’s hand reads (per Dr Dianne Reilly): ‘Yan Yean Reservoir
1859’ 20 miles N of Melbourne. Begun 1854. First sod turned by C.J. La Trobe 1853. Embankment 3,159 feet in
length. Height 81 feet, width 20 at top, 170 feet bottom. Puddle brink ten feet below natural surface, 11 feet top, 30
feet bottom. Surface 1,800 acres, 2½ miles across at widest part, 9 miles circumference. Maximum depth 25 feet 6
in., contains 6,500,000,000 [gallons], drainage of 405,000 acres. (Contributor’s name: Armstrong, Helen)

I hope that my successor, when he has ﬁlled the
office as long as I have done, will go out with hands
as clean … Nearly one million of money during my
time of office passed through my hands

Lanktree’s suspension came during the ﬁnal
stages of the completion of the Yan Yean
Reservoir which was officially opened 27
December 1857. For Lanktree, it had meant the
humiliating end of his career as Secretary. For
Jackson, it must have been a time of jubilation,
with the removal and disgrace of his arch-rival
and the completion of Yan Yean.
But this was not the end of the story. In October
1858 the citizens of Melbourne read the headline
‘Melbourne Water and Lead Poisoning’ in The
Argus.9 An epidemic of lead poisoning had broken
out in Melbourne with evidence of 70 claimed
cases. It was widely believed that the fault lay with
the lead pipes that had been used and the ﬁnger of
blame pointed to Jackson. The Melbourne Medical
Journal robustly questioned Jackson’s scientiﬁc
competency in relation to his judgements on
the interaction between water and lead.10 In
September 1860, The Argus published a letter
from Lanktree under the heading: ‘The Poisonous
Pipes’. It was a clear denunciation of Jackson’s
conduct and exoneration of his own. Jackson, he
alleged, had ignored his duty as Chief Engineer
and allowed the forbidden lead pipes to be laid for
over eighteen months, endangering the lives of
the people of Melbourne. As Secretary, Lanktree
claimed that he had been sidelined by Jackson in
the negotiations with the English company, Wm.
Fairbairn & Co. supplying the defective pipes. For
himself he said: ‘I was sacriﬁced to a conspiracy
for the too zealous discharge of my duty’.11
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Image 2: Front cover of Water & Sewage Commission Report D 70

Worse was to come.
There was public
uproar when several
of the large supply
pipes to Yan Yean burst
and Jackson gave it as
his opinion that the
reservoir itself could
burst. Such was the
alarm and anger that
Victoria’s Legislative
Assembly appointed
two committees in
the course of 1860
to investigate the
problems of Yan
Yean. The ﬁrst met
in January 1860
to investigate the
problem of the burst
pipes but also with
the remit to examine
the past management
and overspend on the construction of Yan Yean.
Costs of the Yan Yean project had overrun to
almost double the original £438,178 estimate.12
The proceedings lasted from 26 January to 13
September 1860 and revealed a picture of chaotic
administration and jobbery where contracts
were awarded without going to public tender.
Probing questioning of Jackson challenged
his engineering decisions and ﬁnancial
mismanagement.
One of those called to give evidence was Lanktree.
His cross examination took place over three days
on 14, 19 June and 12 September. He lost no time
in relating the multiple examples where he saw
Jackson’s misdeeds. He itemised contracts which
Jackson had made which hadn’t been advertised
and cases where unjustiﬁed extras were added to
costs. He claimed that he had protested before the
Commission at the time but he was overruled and
in his role had to countersign the accounts. In his
opinion, he stated ‘The Commission believed that
Jackson could do no wrong’. In total, Lanktree
claimed that Jackson’s maladministration and
extravagance had cost the public purse about a
quarter of a million pounds.
Lanktree’s concluding remarks must have
been shocking and sensational to his audience,
stating that he suspected that things were not
right when he examined Jackson’s original letter
of application (May 1853) for the position of
Engineer to the Commission: ‘there was scarcely
a word of truth in the whole statement’. He
went on to enumerate the falsity of Jackson’s
claims of his previous engineering experience ‘…
such as a tubular bridge over the River Foyle at
Londonderry which Lanktree knew didn’t exist.’13

When the State of Victoria’s Assembly’s Report
came to be ﬁnally published in September 1860,
the verdict on the Commission and on Jackson in
particular, was damning14:
With regard to the management of the works, there
has been abundant evidence to show that nothing
could be more unsatisfactory; large contracts,
amounting in the aggregate to a very considerable
sum of money, appear to have been privately
arranged without advertising and throwing them
open to public competition.
... it appears to your Committee that the difference
between the amount estimated and that expended
has not been satisfactorily explained, and that it
can only be attributed to reckless or incompetent
management.

To make matters worse the second inquiry into
lead poisoning had opened on 26 April (Yan Yean
Water Puriﬁcation Inquiry 26 April-27 July
1860), had reported earlier on 27 July 1860. A
succession of medical men gave evidence of the
experiences of patients who had fallen victim
to lead poisoning. The classic symptoms were
a blueness of the gums, emaciation, and colicky
pain sometimes resulting in paralysis. Once again,
the Committee’s Report concluded that it15:
… cannot too strongly express their condemnation
of the conduct of the Commissioners of Sewers and
Water Supply, and of their engineer, Mr. Jackson,
for persisting ... in facilitating the sale and use of
such piping, to the detriment and danger of the
health of the citizens.

In February 1861, the people of Melbourne were
astounded to hear that Jackson had absconded
from the colony aboard The Empress of the Seas
bound for Liverpool. The revelation was a major
sensation for Melbourne’s press and public and
led to questions in Parliament as to why criminal
proceedings had not been taken against Jackson.16
Public anger had grown since 1860 when a series
of documents was printed and circulated in the
press, ﬁrst of which was a letter from Lanktree
alleging ‘forgery’, ‘imposture’ and ‘malicious
falsehood’ against Jackson. He accused Jackson
of ‘tampering with contractors, giving fraudulent
certiﬁcates, and putting his hand into the
public purse for private purposes’. The Geelong
Advertiser stated that Lanktree had appeared to
be honest and efficient on £300 a year. (unlike
Jackson on £900). Lanktree was unsparing in his
assessment of Jackson’s professional competence.
For someone who claimed to have been a surveyor
and an engineer, he described his drawing as ‘the
comical crawlings of a spider just escaped from an
ink bottle … to this prince of engineers a theodolite
was an inexplicable mystery’.
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pressure and criticism he had endured. On his
return to England, Jackson claimed that he had
been the victim of a conspiracy, but his name
does not appear to be associated with any further
major engineering projects even though he was
to live for another 45 years, dying in 1906 at
Avranches, France.
As for Lanktree, his fortunes did not recover.
He was not reinstated. In October 1861 he had
applied for insolvency ‘due to loss of a valuable
government appointment, the abandonment of
his mining property by the lessees, and pressure
of creditors. Debts £1,182. 1s. 9d: assets £2,429.
12s 10d’. Lanktree died on 16 May 1876 at his
residence in Carlton, Melbourne, aged 70. His
widow, Eliza was to survive him to 1884.

Yan Yean Reservoir

Accompanying Lanktree’s letter were extracts
from the evidence given to the Committees of
the Legislative Assembly. They purported to
show that Jackson’s references of employment
in various undertakings in England and Ireland
prior to securing his appointment in 1854
as Chief Engineer, were totally bogus. When
most of the former English employers named
by Jackson were belatedly approached, they
denied all knowledge of him. The difficulties of
communication in the mid-19th Century with
letters to England and back from the Australian
Colonies often taking from six months to a year
meant that there were opportunities for the
unscrupulous. It appeared that when he had been
confronted with this damning evidence, Jackson
had decided to take ﬂight. His public apology to
his fellow engineer, Mr. John Millar, whom he
had defamed, was signed by Jackson when he was
intercepted by Millar making his escape on board
ship. It was reported widely and was seen as ﬁnal
conﬁrmation of his guilt. It was said that he had
left the Colony with a fortune of £35,000, as if
having been paid such a handsome salary had
not been enough. Such was the damning verdict
of Melbourne’s press and public but Jackson’s
recent biographer, G.M.Binnie in 198117, justiﬁed
his conduct stating that he was suffering from a
nervous breakdown brought on by the relentless

While Yan Yean today stands as testament to the
vision and endeavour of early Melbourne, what
is forgotten are the human stories and intrigue
which lay behind its construction. For Lanktree
and Jackson, it ultimately represented the
ignominious end to both their professional careers.
The Glens of Antrim Historical Society is
publishing a more detailed article on the Lanktree
family and their time in Australia in their journal
The Glynns.18
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Research Corner

by Meg Bate

Reviewing some laws relevant to family history
This article looks at some of the dates when laws in Australia changed that had an impact on our lives.
The emphasis is on laws relevant to the family historian and women.

Suffrage - Votes for women
Australia was a world leader in granting women
the vote and the right to stand for public office.
1861 – South Australia, Municipal Corporation
Act 1861 allowed women to vote in municipal and
local government elections.
1894 – South Australia was the ﬁrst state to grant
voting rights to women.
1899 – Western Australia followed.
1902 – The Australian federal government passed
the Commonwealth Franchise Act, this allowed
women to vote in federal elections and to stand for
federal parliament. Australia was the ﬁrst country
in the world to extend full political participation
rights to women (New Zealand had granted the
vote to women in 1893, but did not extend the right
to stand for public office to women until 1919).
See the table below which lists a summary of the
date when these changes occurred for women.
1967 – the referendum conferred citizenship to
Aboriginal people and this allowed Aboriginal
women to vote.

Marriage
Marriage law was ﬁrst administered in Australia
by the British colonies, which inherited English
legislations and common law traditions.

Parliament

Initially, as a penal colony convict marriages
were limited to convicts of good character while
convicts who did not demonstrate ‘soberness’ or
‘industriousness’ were not permitted to marry.
As the States gained independence, they were
responsible for regulating marriage until 1961.
This resulted in each state and territory having
its own marriage law, so legality of one’s marriage
could change when crossing a border. Differences
occurred between states in areas of
• Marriageable age,
• When a man could marry the sister of his
deceased wife,
• If Indigenous Australians could or could
not marry.
An excellent place to check for details of the
legislation relevant to each state is at the
Australasian Legal Information Institute: a joint
facility of UTS and UNSW Faculties of Law.
Austlii http://www.austlii.edu.au
Look for ‘Marriage Law’ for the jurisdiction you
require.
Here is a common clause in a Marriage Act:
‘If any person marry a person under the age of
twenty-one years without having previously
obtained the written consent of the father or
guardian or (where the mother is competent) of the

Right to Vote

Right to Stand

First Women Elected

South Australia

1894

1894

1959

Western Australia

1899

1920

1921

Commonwealth

1902

1902

1943

NSW

1902

1918 (LA)

1925

NSW

1902

1926 (LC)

1931

Tasmania

1903

1921

1948

Queensland

1905

1918

1929

Victoria

1908

1923

1933

Figure 1: Dates for women’s franchise in Australia
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Other publications to check are instructions that
describe how the legislation is put into practice
for the lay person. These have been published by
Government departments examples are:
• Victoria. Registrar-General Office. Instructions
for the clergy relative to the registration of
marriages. 1859
• Victoria. Registrar-General’s Department.
Instructions for the guidance of clergymen
relative to the celebration and registration of
marriages 1890
• Office of Government Statist. Instructions to
celebrants of marriages. 1941 (Available on line
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/155550)
Some differences included between states are:
• Marriage of a man with the sister of his
deceased wife can differ.
• 1872 – this changed in Victoria
• 1875 – this changed in New South Wales
• Marriageable age generally 14 for men and 12
for women.
• 1942 – Tasmania raised the marriageable
age for men to 18 and for women to 16
• 1956 – Western Australia followed suit
• 1957 – South Australia followed suit
• 1961 – Australia’s ﬁrst Marriage Act marriage law uniform across the country
and sets the minimum marriageable age
as 18. It does not, however, formalise a
deﬁnition of marriage.

Married Women’s Property Rights
The married women’s property legislation was
again initially received in Australian colonies as
imperial law of the UK. Married women could
not own property until 1880s, make a will without
a husband’s consent until 1882, sue and be sued,
enter into contracts, be subject to bankruptcy
laws, be liable for the debts contracted before
their marriage, and for the maintenance of their
children. Victoria passed legislation in 1884, New
South Wales in 1879, and the remaining states
passed similar legislation between 1890-97.

See Married Women’s Property Act 1879 (NSW),
Married Women’s Property Act 1890 (Qld),
Married Women’s Property Act 1893 (SA),
Married Women’s Property Act 1893 (TAS),
Married Women’s Property Act 1884 (Vic),
Married Women’s Property Act 1892 (WA).

Research Corner

mother of the person so under age or the written
consent of some justice appointed in that behalf,
or induce or endeavour to induce any minister
Registrar-General or other officer to celebrate
marriage between parties one of whom is under age
without such consent, or abet or assist in any illegal
marriage, every person so offending shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor.’

Passport authorisation
Until 1983, married women applying for a
passport were required to provide their husband’s
authorisation. This law was repealed in 1983.

References:
Australasian Legal Information Institute: a
joint facility of UTS and UNSW Faculties of
Law. Austlii http://www.austlii.edu.au
Cowie, Andrew James. ‘A History of Married
Women’s Real Property Rights’. Australian
Journal of Gender and Law vol. 6, 2009
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/
AUJlGendLaw/2009/6.html
Dahlstrom, Fernanda. Women’s rights in
Australia. https://www.gotocourt.com.
au/legal-news/womens-rights-inaustralia
Larson, A. Marriage in Late NineteenthCentury Melbourne. Journal of Population
Research vol. 5, 1988: 15-45
N.S.W. Parliament. Women in Parliament:
The social, legal and economic position of
women in the nineteenth century. https://
www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/about/
Pages/Women-in-Parliament.aspx
Ramos, Nathan. ‘125 years ago women won
the right to vote’ Bulletin (Law Society of
South Australia), vol. 41, no. 11, Dec 2019:
pp16-18
Rushen, Liz. ‘Marriage options for
immigrant women in colonial Australia
in 1830s’. Journal of Australian Colonial
History. v.16, 2014: pp111-126.
Sawer, Marian. ‘The long, slow demise or the
marriage bar’. https://insidestory.org.au/
the-long-slow-demise-of-the-marriagebar
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Additions to the Library

See the library catalogue for full details,
exact format, and location of material
within the library - available online at
www.gsv.org.au or in the library.

Compiled by Linley M Hooper, FGSV

Thank you to all donors to the library collection.
Webcasts are available to members at home.
GENERAL
Using the GSV Forums. O’Dea, Tom. [Webcast]
Planning a future for your family’s past: how to keep your family
history safe for future generations by organizing, curating,
writing instructions and sharing now! Wood, Marian Burk.
[New York : The Author], 2021. [GSV: 929.1 WOO]
AUSTRALIA
Finding families in the National Archives [of Australia]:
pt 1 – an overview of records of interest to family historians;
pt 2 – searching the NAA website and catalogue. Ferry, Patrick.
[Webcast]
Founders: magazine of the Fellowship of First Fleeters, 1969 to
date, Internet
NEW SOUTH WALES
Registers of seamen who were discharged 1859-1916. Vernon,
Kaye. Sheet 1 is sorted by Date – sheet 2 is sorted by Surname
of Seaman – sheet 3 is sorted by Master Surname – sheet 4 is
sorted by Ship. GIN @ GSV

GSV Webcasts
Have you looked at them yet?
The over 200 webcasts created by the
GSV are a great way to learn about
family history from experts
GSV Talks, Classes and presentations
from the GSV discussion groups have
been recorded and are now available
to members on the website.
All levels of expertise are catered for
with a huge variety of topics
Log in to see the list at
https://www.gsv.org.au/webcasts
And view them at your own pace
and time!

TASMANIA
Looking for my convict ancestors. Considine, Michael. [Webcast]
Researching Tasmanian convicts. Griffin, Cheryl. [Webcast]
VICTORIA
The Victorian registers of Certiﬁcates exempting from the
dictation test. Couchman, Sophie. [Webcast]
Boroondara’s private schools 1851-1951: a century of nongovernment education in the City of Boroondara. Torpey, John
L. Hawthorn : Hawthorn Historical Society, 2021. Author. GSV:
373.945 TOR
Patients in the Melbourne Hospital 1856-1909: an index of the
surviving medical ward books, case notes. Indexed by volunteers
of the Genealogical Society of Victoria. Over 11,000 records
added to the existing collection. GIN database.
Exploring the collections of the Royal Historical Society of
Victoria. Hiscock, Jillian. [Webcast]
Introducing the Bendigo Regional Genealogical Society.
Woodlock, Judy. [Webcast]
Introducing Lilydale & District Historical Society. Thompson,
Sue. [Webcast]
Introducing the Port Phillip Pioneers Group. Hamilton, Stuart.
[Webcast]
Introducing the Swan Hill Genealogical & Historical Society.
Pentreath, Steve. [Webcast]
Introducing the Wodonga Family History Society. Hopkins, Pat.
[Webcast]
IRELAND
Researching farming ancestors in Ireland. Roulston, William.
[Belfast]: Ulster Historical Foundation, 2021. [GSV: 941.5
ROU]
ENGLAND
A glimpse at Chartism and reform in southwest England.
Carman, Cathy. [Webcast]
SCOTLAND
The Lowland clearances: Scotland’s silent revolution, 1760-1830.
Aitchison, Peter. Edinburgh : Origin, 2019. (Scottish Ancestry
Group). [GSV: 941.15 AIT]
The Scottish clearances: a history of the dispossessed, 1600-1900.
Devine, T M. [London] : Penguin, 2018. (Scottish Ancestry
Group). [GSV: 941.1 DEV]
FAMILY HISTORY
From oaks to gums:
– Vol. 6 the Green family from Sussex - perspectives on places
and time through the generations of our families in the
British Isles and Australasia. Mentions Poling, West Sussex,
Murchison goldﬁelds, Western Australia, Daylesford, Victoria.
– Vol. 7 the Smith family from Ednam and Edinburgh, Scotland
together with the Fordy family from Northumberland, England
and the Alder family from Thurso, Scotland. Mentions Ednam
Borders, Edinburgh Scotland, Bamburgh, Northumberland
– Vol. 8 George and Margaret Watt from the glen and Deeside.
Mentions: Lochlee Angus, Scotland, Aberdeenshire Scotland
– Vol. 10 James Pearce and family.
– Vol. 11 the Cross and Terry families from Buckinghamshire.
– Vol. 12 Daniel Ware from the potteries. Mentions: Galway
Ireland, convicts, Launceston, Tasmania.
– Vol. 13 Sarah Nee, an Irish lass goes to Van Diemen’s Land.
Smith, Margaret & Eric. Shady Creek, Vic : The Authors, 20192021. [Digital copies @ GSV premises]
The March of the Legges. Williamson, Wendy. Badger Creek:
Legge Williamson, 2021 [GSV: 929.2 LEGG WIL]
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Around the Groups and Circles
Zoom meetings being held by the Groups and Circles – book into the meetings via the GSV website
where you can ﬁnd all up-to-date information:

ISG Discussion Circle
Next Quarterly meeting: To be advised
Contact: ISG@gsv.org.au

Irish Ancestry Discussion Circle
Next Quarterly meeting: Saturday 19 Feb at 1.00pm
Speaker will be Dr Val Noone: Chain immigration from
southeast Limerick to Victoria from 1854 and after.
Contact: irish.ancestry@gsv.org.au

London Discussion Circle
Next meetings: 27 January 2022, 24 February and
24 March at 10.30am
Convener: Vicki Montgomery, london@gsv.org.au
Discussion topics include electoral rolls, taxes, land
records, maps and gazetteers, poor laws, apprentices,
guilds and freemen.

Scottish Ancestry Group
Next Quarterly meetings:
Saturday, 19 March 2022 at 11.00am
Speaker/topic: To be announced
All GSV members, SAG subscribers and visitors
welcome. Keep up to date: https://www.gsv.
org.au/scottish-ancestry-group-sag and our
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/
gsvscottishancestrygroup/

Counties of Northern England
Discussion Circle
Next meetings: 14 December, 8 February 2022,
and 8 March at 1.30pm
See GSV website and monthly Blog/Facebook.
Convener: David Down, cone@gsv.org.au
Covering the counties of Northumberland, Durham,
Westmorland, Yorkshire, Cumberland, Cheshire, Isle
of Man, and Lancashire.

GSV Writers Circle
South West England Research and
Discussion Circle
Next meetings: 10 Dec, 15 Jan 2022, 11 Feb and
11 Mar at 1.00pm–2.30pm, see GSV website to book.
Recent meetings have covered the reasons our southwest ancestors came to Australia, their experiences
in emigrating and health-related issues in the southwest counties.
Convener: Stephen Hawke, swerdcircle@gmail.com
Covering the counties of Bristol, Cornwall, Devon,
Dorset, Somerset, and Wiltshire.

DNA Genetic Genealogy
Study Group
Next meetings: 7 December, 1 February 2022 and
1 March 10.00am-12.00pm
Book meetings via the GSV Website.
Working together collaboratively to learn more about
DNA analysis. It is not for beginners.
Convener: maureen.trotter@gmail.com

Meet 1st Wednesday at 12.30pm, except January:
Next meetings, 1 December, 2 February 2022
and 2 March
Contact: gsvwriters@gsv.org.au
All GSV members welcome.

British India Discussion Circle
Next meeting: Tuesday 15 February 2022 at 7.30pm.
To be included, contact convener: Mary Anne Gourley,
maryanne.gourley@bigpond.com
For members with the common interest of British
ancestors in India from 17th to the 20th centuries.

Victoria and Tasmania
Discussion Circle
Next meetings: 28 January 2022, 25 February and
25 March at 10.30am
Convener: Gayle Nicholas victas@gsv.org.au
Private Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
groups/320532581948801 can be accessed by
GSV members.
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Book Reviews

Book Reviews
1

Reviews by Bill Barlow, Margaret Vines
2

1. Fatal Contact: How Epidemics Nearly Wiped Out
Australia’s First Peoples
Author: Peter Dowling
306pp
ISBN 9781 922464 460
Pub: Monash University Publishing Clayton, Vic, 2021
In April 1789 members of the First Fleet found the dead bodies
of First Nations people on the shores and in the water of Sydney
Harbour. Governor Phillip estimated that half of the Sydney area
Aboriginal population died in this, the ﬁrst epidemic of smallpox
in Australia. It may have saved the struggling settlement from
perishing in a major attack. Smallpox epidemics continued at regular
intervals as the disease spread across the continent, as did measles
and inﬂuenza. After a slower start, tuberculosis became the major
cause of Aboriginal death in the second half of the 19th century.
More insidious were sexually transmitted diseases with their toll of
sickness, infertility and death. They arrived with the First Fleet, and
were also spread by whalers and sealers along the coasts.
Peter Dowling presents this in a comprehensive study, which has
grown out of his PhD thesis. He dates, locates and quantiﬁes these
epidemics of European diseases, which almost wiped out the First
Peoples of Australia. Each disease is treated in separate chapters.
The detail he gives should assist those looking at family history
in particular districts to understand the impact of disease there,
especially with his endnotes, large bibliography and index. He then
uses Truganini’s medical history as a representative case study, to
show the impact of colonialism on her through introduced diseases
and violence and the resilience which enabled her survival.
Bringing his study completely up to date, Dowling concludes with
the emerging COVID epidemic and the response of Aboriginal
communities, particularly at Borroloola, to this new pandemic. MV
2. Flash Jim: the Astonishing Story of the Convict Fraudster
who Wrote Australia’s First Dictionary
Author: Kel Richards
320pp
ISBN 978146075976
Pub: Harper Collins, 2021
Ebook also available
Flash Jim is the latest of many books featuring James Hardy
Vaux, who began the series with his own memoirs. Vaux was
born into the English middle class, was literate, educated and
had worked as a lawyer’s clerk. But he was thrice transported to
Australia: he arrived 1801, then 1810 and ﬁnally in 1831. He had
years of associating with criminals and convicts in both England
and Australia. His story as retold by Kel Richards makes a rattling
good yarn and creates illuminating pictures both of the criminal
world in London and England at the end of the 18th and beginning
of the 19th centuries and of life in very early Australia under
Governors King, Macquarie and Darling. Richards sustains the
reader’s interest when the plot might have become repetitive with
the crimes of picking pockets, shoplifting and fraud repeated,
escalating until Vaux was caught. Vaux had all the conﬁdence of a
con man and never knew when to stop.
During his time in NSW, Vaux tried to avoid hard labour, seeking
employment as a government clerk. Seeing a need and hoping
to curry favour, in 1812 he drafted a thesaurus of the terms used
by convicts, for the information and use of the local magistrate.
In 1816 he wrote his memoirs and they and his thesaurus were
published together in 1819. His dictionary, The Vocabulary of
the Flash Language, captures the start of ‘currency’ Australian
language and forms the Appendix of this book. Reading it, you
realise how many words and expressions became part of Australian
slang. It is worth reading the book just for this.

3

4

Richards’ account of Vaux’s life is very much ‘popular writing’. The
sources are not made clear: what comes from Vaux’s own memoirs,
and what has been veriﬁed from English and colonial records?
There is no bibliography, no index, and only a few comments on
Vaux’s account, with references to historian Noel McLachlan’s
1964 study. MV
3. Colongulac: Origins, Owners and Occupiers 1841–2021
Authors: Warwick E. Foster and Dr Stella M. Barber
264pp
Pub: Warwick Foster, Balwyn, Vic, 2021. ISBN 978-0646831800
warwickefoster@yahoo.com.uk
This sumptuously illustrated book tells the 180-year story of
Colongulac, a house in late Victorian Italianate style at 11 Luena
Road, North Balwyn, an eastern suburb of Melbourne. It records
the research undertaken by owners Warwick and Bernadette
Foster in conjunction with a number of consultant historians and
experts, into its origins, architecture and use. But it is much more
than a history of a house. The text traces the wider context of the
development of the suburb from Elgar’s 1841 subdivision. Almost
every one of the book’s large landscape-format pages contains
multiple colour photographs. Together these include many images
of the house, people and events as well as key documents, maps and
plans. It is a beautiful book designed by Nadia Carrafa Caporale.
The ﬁrst eight chapters describe its place in developing Boroondara
and its design by architect A. E. Clarke and construction during the
land boom in 1888. The book traces the history of its many owners,
Sven and Prudentia Wiedemann, Towt, Adeney and Harper and
its institutional use from 1936 to 1972, ﬁrst as Penquite Private
Hospital and then from 1953 by the Oriental Missionary Society.
It was returned in the 1970s to be the family home of Hunts,
Prendergasts, Jarretts and Cohens before purchase by the Fosters
in 1999. The work undertaken by the present owners is faithfully
documented. A chapter each is given to the family history of
Warwick Foster and Bernadette née Walsh. The latter half of the
book captures the Foster family’s life at Colongulac and concludes
with descriptions of the building and its surrounds. There are
meticulous endnotes and bibliography, though no index. The
book is a cornucopia of well-researched and presented material
about the suburb, the building, its occupants and use, as well as
the current family’s genealogy and snapshots of their lives. All in a
prestigious coffee-table book format.WB
4. The Descendants of George and Hannah Eason:
an Australian family history
Author: Brett Davis
355pp. illust.
Pub: Brett Davis, Mont Albert, Vic., 2019
Brett Davis has divided his account of his family history research
in to six main sections – one for each part of the family, beginning
with George and Hannah Eason the ﬁrst to arrive in Australia, and
continuing with their descendants. George and Hannah Eason had
married in Islington in London. He was from Somerset, she from
Surrey, and they migrated to Victoria in 1855. By 1858 they were
farming at Scotsburn, supplying the nearby Ballarat goldﬁelds
with fruit and vegetables. Eason descendants will be grateful for
the detailed accounts of the branches and sub-branches of the
family, and the photos, newspaper extracts, endnotes of sources
and family trees. Though the index does not include the family
surnames, the author has used the contents pages instead, listing
all the individuals with biographies in each section: for example,
one section lists 32 separate biographies. It is good to see all
this devoted research preserved, collected and presented in a
substantial and well laid out family reference book. MV
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Anglesea & District History Society Inc
Ç PO Box 98, Anglesea VIC 3230
¢ http://home.vicnet.net.au/~angen
Ararat Genealogical Society
Ç PO Box 103, Ararat VIC 3377
J Marion McAdie 03 5352 4199
¢ araratbooks@gmail.com
Ballarat & District Genealogical Society Inc
Ç PO Box 1809, Ballarat Mail Centre VIC 3354
J Carol Armstrong 03 5335 7630
¢ www.ballaratgenealogy.org.au
Barham/Koondrook Genealogical Group
Ç PO Box 48, Barham NSW 2732
J Helen Hall 03 5453 2091
Benalla Family Research Group Inc
Ç PO Box 268, Benalla VIC 3671
J Wendy Webster 0427 664 271
¢ www.benallafamilyresearchgroup.org
Bendigo Regional Genealogical Society Inc
Ç PO Box 1049, Bendigo VIC 3552
¢ https://brgsbendigo.weebly.com
Clan MacMillan Society of Australia
¢ oreillykaye@gmail.com
¢ www.clanmacmillanaustralia.com.au
Clan MacNicol Society of Victoria Inc
Ç PO Box 386, Fairfield VIC 3078
J Beth Bell 03 9497 2934
Cobram Genealogical Group Inc
Ç PO Box 75, Cobram VIC 3644
JLiz Diamond 0438 652 201
Colac & District Family History Group Inc
Ç PO Box 219, Colac VIC 3250
J Colac History Centre 03 5231 5736
¢ www.colacfamilyhistory.org.au
Deniliquin Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 144, Deniliquin NSW 2710
JVal Hardman 03 5881 3980
¢ http://members.bordernet.com.au/denifhg
Descendants of Convicts Group Inc
ÇPO Box 229, Coldstream VIC 3770
JYvonne Bethell 03 9739 1427
¢www.docs.org.au
East Gippsland Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 1104, Bairnsdale VIC 3875
JTeresa Collis 03 5152 5590
¢www.egfhg.org.au
Echuca-Moama Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 707, Echuca VIC 3564
JBarbara Goldsmith 0467 066 593
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~emhist
Footscray Historical Society Inc
Ç66 Napier Street, Footscray VIC 3011
J03 9689 3820
¢foothist@bigpond.com
Geelong Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 1187, Geelong VIC 3220
JSusie Zada 0414 666 017
¢www.geelongfhg.com
Gisborne Genealogical Group Inc
ÇPO Box 818, Gisborne VIC 3437
JJulie Dworak 0400 099 159
¢ www.ggg.org.au
Hamilton History Centre Inc
ÇPO Box 816, Hamilton VIC 3300
JHistory Centre 03 5572 4933
¢ www.hamiltonhistorycentre.org.au
Hotham History Project Inc
ÇC/- North Melbourne Library
66 Errol Street, North Melbourne VIC 3051
JMary Kehoe 03 9329 5814
¢ www.hothamhistory.org.au

Huguenot Society (Victorian Chapter)
Ç2/2B St Georges Road Toorak VIC 3142
JSue A’Beckett 0408 201 422
Jamieson & District Historical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 26, Jamieson VIC 3723
¢ www.jamiesoncommunity.wixsite.com/jdhs
¢ jamiesonmuseum@gmail.com
Kerang & District Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 325, Kerang VIC 3579
J Bev Nethercote 0447 304 667
¢ http://home.vicnet.net.au/~kerangfh
Lakes Entrance Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 674, Lakes Entrance VIC 3909
J03 5155 3843

Richmond & Burnley Historical Society Inc
Ç 3/415 Church Street, Richmond VIC 3121
J 03 9427 1800
¢ http://home.vicnet.net.au/~rbhs
Sale & District Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 773, Sale VIC 3850
JHeather Pocknall 0428 411 603
Shepparton Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 1529, Shepparton VIC 3632
JGarry Wallden 03 5828 3236
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~shepfh
South Gippsland Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 395, Leongatha VIC 3953
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~sggs

Lilydale & District Historical Resource Ctr Inc

Southern Peninsula Family History Society Inc

JSue Thompson 0475 219 884
¢info@lilydalehistorical.com.au
Mansfield Family History Group Inc
JSheena Daykin 03 5775 1659
¢mansfieldfamilyhistory group@gmail.com
Maryborough Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 59, Maryborough VIC 3465
JHelen Ritchie 0409 611 170
¢www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~ausmfhg2
Melton Family History Group Inc
ÇC/- Secretary, 7 Sutherland Avenue,
Melton South VIC 3338
JDeb Slattery 0409 306 640
¢ http://meltonfamilyhistory.org
Mid-Gippsland Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 767, Morwell VIC 3840
¢mgfhs.inc@gmail.com
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~mgfhs
Mildura & District Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 2895, Mildura VIC 3502
¢Kaylene Charles kckcpisces3@gmail.com
¢www.milduragenealogy.com.au

ÇPO Box 2189, Port Phillip Plaza,
Rosebud VIC 3939
JAnnette Buckland 0402 858 878
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~spfhs

NarreWarren&DistrictFamilyHistory Grp Inc

Ç1/65 Berwick-Cranbourne Road,
Cranbourne VIC 3977
JEileen Durdin 0439 720 557
¢www.nwfhg.org.au
Nathalia Genealogical Group Inc
ÇPO Box 11, Nathalia VIC 3638
JLyn Franklin 03 5866 2543
¢lfranklin@bigpond.com
Ouyen District History & Genealogical Ctr
ÇBox 131, Ouyen VIC 3490
¢http://ouyen.vic.au/history
Phillip Island&District Genealogical Society Inc

Ç PO Box 821, Cowes VIC 3922
J Bob Hayes 0419 582 175
¢ piadgs@gmail.com
Port Fairy Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 253, Port Fairy VIC 3284
JIan Perry 0447 265 759
¢pfgenealogy@hotmail.com
Port Phillip Pioneers Group Inc
ÇC/- 55 Kerferd Street, Malvern East VIC 3145
JMarilla James 03 9500 8118
¢www.portphillippioneersgroup.org.au
Portland Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 409 Portland VIC 3350
JMartin Boyer 03 4508 4218
¢portlandfamilyhistory@gmail.com
Prahan Mechanics Institute
Ç 39 St Edmonds Rd, Prahran VIC 3181
J03 9510 3393
¢www.pmi.net.au

Member Societies

GSV Member Societies

Further information on our Member Societies
can be found on the GSV website at
www.gsv.org.au/activities/member-societies-list
¢Website or email address ÇMailing Address JPhone

Stawell Biarri Group for Genealogy Inc

ÇPO Box 417, Stawell VIC 3380
¢www.stawellfamilyhistory.com.au
Sunbury Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 601, Sunbury VIC 3429
JCecil Clark 03 9744 1957
¢www.sunburyfhs.org.au
Swan Hill Genealogical & Historical Society Inc
Ç PO Box 1232, Swan Hill VIC 3585
J Steve Pentreath 0428 584 325
¢ http://home.vicnet.net.au/~shghs
Terang & District Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 14, Terang VIC 3264
JBev Fleming 03 5595 4384
¢terangfhg@gmail.com
Toora & District Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 41, Toora VIC 3962
¢http://toora.org
Victorian GUM Inc
ÇSuite 4, 318 Stephensons Road
Mt Waverley VIC 3149
JOffice 03 9807 2509
¢www.vicgum.asn.au
Wangaratta Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 683, Wangaratta VIC 3676
JVal Brennan 03 5727 6229
¢www.wfhs.org.au
West Gippsland Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 225, Warragul VIC 3820
JBarbara Clayton 03 5611 3871
¢www.westgippslandgenealogy.com
Wimmera Association for Genealogy Inc
ÇPO Box 880, Horsham VIC 3402
JIan Rees 0429 953 054
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~wafg
Wodonga Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 289, Wodonga VIC 3689
JWendy Cooksey 02 6056 3220
¢http://wodongafamilyhistory.org
Wonthaggi Genealogy Inc
Ç23 Murray Street, Wonthaggi VIC 3995
J03 5672 3803
¢secretary@wonthaggigenealogy.org.au
Yarrawonga Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 7, Yarrawonga VIC 3730
JJan Parker 03 5744 1460
¢www.yarrawongafamilyhistorygroupinc.com
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Including First Nations people in our writing

by Louise Wilson, based
on a talk given at GSV
Writers Group Meeting
in July 2021. Louise can
be contacted at
www.louisewilson.com.au

What strikes you about many Australian family
histories, and books about historic buildings,
is the way in which they start: with someone’s
arrival at a place on Australian shores; with
someone obtaining a land grant or buying land;
with the construction of a hut or a building;
perhaps with the rental or purchase of business
premises. Too often, these stories fail to mention
the First Nations people living on this land – their
Country. The glaring omission of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people from too many of our
family stories was the subject of a GSV Writers
Group Meeting in July 2021.
At that meeting we realised that we often don’t
mention the Aboriginal name for the land where
our incoming forebears settled, or what language
was spoken by the local people. Whether these
forebears obtained a grant or bought Crown Land
or, more recently, bought an urban property that
was built decades ago or even this year, it sits on
land never ceded by First Nations people.
The term ‘Country’ has a particular meaning and
signiﬁcance to Aboriginal people, encompassing
an inter-dependent relationship between an
individual or a people and their ancestral or
traditional lands and seas. The connection to land
involves culture, spirituality, language, law/lore,
kin relationships and identity. Family groups or
clans are sometimes referred to as a mob or tribe.
It is hard for non-Aboriginal people like myself
to get things right concerning Country, when
many Aboriginal groups appear to have different
views. In recent times, most of us in Victoria
have become aware of the conﬂict over a sacred
Aboriginal birthing tree in Djab Wurrung country,
which is threatened by the redevelopment of the
Western Highway. The story demonstrates the
complexities of deciding who has legal authority
to speak on behalf of traditional owners and
recognising many different ancestral family
groups from the area.

A ‘Welcome to Country’ ceremony, sometimes
accompanied by a smoking ceremony, music or
dance, has been a tradition over the millennia for
Aboriginal groups welcoming visitors from other
areas, and must be performed by a recognised
elder of the group recognised as that land’s
traditional owners. An ‘Acknowledgement of
Country’ may be offered instead by someone else
and is becoming part of our mainstream culture,
noticeable on government websites, company
websites, ABC and SBS radio and TV programs,
and so on.
On its ‘Contacts’ webpage, the GSV has recently
included ‘We acknowledge the traditional owners
of the land on which the Genealogical Society
of Victoria currently stands, the Wurundjeri
people of the Kulin Nation, their Elders past
and present, and those young people destined to
become leaders’. The City of Melbourne, based a
few streets from the GSV offices but including the
geographic areas of Southbank and South Yarra,
also includes the Bunurong Boon Wurrung people
in its Acknowledgment.
Either the ‘Welcome’ or the ‘Acknowledgment’
ceremony now forms part of many public and
private events held in Australia, as a symbol of
recognition of the long history of First Nations
people living on this continent and as a gesture of
reconciliation for the conﬂicts and war waged in
its settlement by Europeans. We show disrespect
in our family histories if we don’t similarly
mention First Nations people.
This issue ﬁrst came to my attention when I
wrote about my forebear Robert Forrester, a First
Fleeter. It was obvious that his interaction with
the local people from 1788 had to be included in his
story. But so much more needed to be said that, a
decade later, I published a second book, Sentenced
to Debt: Robert Forrester, First Fleeter. It went
beyond the ‘struggling pioneer’ story to detail the
Frontier War at the Hawkesbury.
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Getting it write

Another writer in our group, Bill Barlow, also
faced this subject in Guilty and Lucky, his story
about his forebear Edward Barlow, who arrived
in Sydney in 1840 on one of the last of the convict
ships and settled in the central west of New South
Wales. The Frontier War was still underway, up
until 1930, and even today is not acknowledged by
the Australian War Memorial in Canberra.
In our July discussion group, another member
recalled his astonishment when he ﬁrst came
across von Guerard’s 1854 painting of Aborigines
met on the road to the gold diggings, ‘since I’d
never given a moment’s thought to what sort of
encounters my 1840s-1850s lot must have had in
the Port Phillip District’.
More recently my Forrester research, combined
with DNA testing, has helped a descendant of
George Forrester, one of Robert Forrester’s
grandsons, to lodge a Native Title Claim. George
was a proven pioneer in the 1840s of an area
north of Lightning Ridge. Later that century the
descendants of Sarah Forrester (his daughter
with an Aboriginal woman, the family link
proved by DNA) escaped being rounded up for
the missions and today can prove they have lived
on that Country before and since the time of
white settlement.
Sometimes we don’t mention the Aboriginal
people in our stories because Aboriginal culture
is largely unknown to us and we are nervous of
making mistakes. For example, in writing my
Forrester story, every published source referred to
the local Aborigines living along the Hawkesbury
River as the Dharug people, with various spellings
such as Darug. Once something appears in a book
it can easily become the accepted truth. But,
belatedly, Dr Geoff Ford made a strong case for
the Aboriginal people living on the western side of
the river being the Darkiňung. Warily, I sat on the
fence by explaining both theories and then using
neither term in the rest of the book.
We often fail to describe what was happening
to the Aboriginal people displaced by incoming
settlers. When we think of ‘Marvellous
Melbourne’, do we picture the sad scene depicted
in Robert Russell’s drawing of Collins Street in
1838 (Image 1)?
Were our family members living at the same time
and place as the Frontier Wars, highlighted on the
University of Newcastle website Colonial Frontier
Massacres in Australia 1788-1930?
Did our family members play in cricket or football
matches involving local Aboriginal players, or serve
with Aboriginal soldiers in the two World Wars?
Did they live in towns where aspects of Aboriginal
history are recognised and celebrated, or close to

Image 1: Collins Street, Melbourne, Robert Russell drawing, 1838,
E. Noyce (lithog.) 1840, State Library of Victoria, Accession No. H24533.
With permission of Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung Corporation.

the missions housing the Aboriginal people who
were forcibly relocated? And are they descended
from First Nations people, as are Sarah Forrester’s?
What relevant pictures could we include in our
family history? In his book Bill Barlow used a
picture of the Blaxland, Lawson and Wentworth
crossing of the Blue Mountains which included
a Darug man holding the horses, in support of
the observation he quoted that the European
‘discovery’ was more truthfully about them being
shown existing trading pathways long used by
inland tribes.
Family historians have taught many mainstream
historians new ways of looking at this country’s
history. The intention of the ‘Uluru Statement
from the Heart’ gives us another opportunity
to help pave the way. That statement calls for
truth-telling between governments and First
Nations peoples but, as private citizens, we can
incorporate this truth-telling into our family
histories, educating our own families from the
grass roots upwards.
We shouldn’t be too hard on ourselves for what
is missing from our family stories of the past. We
just have to try and do better in the future. Writing
First Nations people in our family histories is not
just about using respectful terms and language
but more fundamentally about telling more
truthful history. 
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Jottings

Jottings..

and library news

The Port Phillip Pioneers Group newsletter 44:4 (Aug
2021) features an article by Susie Zada on ‘Convicts of
Port Phillip’, along with information of the barque Ward
Chipman 1840-1868.
The East Surrey FHS journal 44:3 (Sep 2021) contains an
account of a talk by Alan Ruston on Postmen, Customs
Officers, and others of that ilk.
It’s always interesting to follow up the causes of death in
our ancestors and syphilis may be mentioned, often as
‘General Paralysis of the Insane. ‘Death in the Workhouse’
in the Manchester Genealogist 57:3 (2021) explores
ataxia and dementia which are often associated, but can
sometimes be caused by industrial injuries or working
conditions.
The Aberdeen & North-East Scotland FHS journal 160
(Aug 2021) reports on Ken Nisbet’s talk ‘The Register
of Corrected Entries and how it can help your family
history research’. Another useful article is ‘Why can’t I
ﬁnd great-grandfather’s burial records?’ which outlines
where Aberdeen City & Shire records are held and their
associated problems.
Descent 51:2 (Jun 2021) focuses on Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders.
‘Choosing and working through a genealogy course’ in
The Doncaster Ancestor 31:3 (Autumn 2021) favourably
explores a lesser-known English course from the Centre
for Excellence, with a follow up in the next issue.
Hertfordshire People 158 (Sep 2021) discusses ‘The links
between garden history and family history’ focusing on
how to trace the history of gardeners. Also mentioned is
the comparative map website: ‘Populations past: atlas of
Victorian and Edwardian population’.
I don’t often mention them here because of their narrower
focus but do remember to check our GSV library catalogue
to see if we receive the journals of the local history and
family history societies, particularly those in our state and
adjacent areas. They usually have quite detailed stories
of local families and the history of their regions. The Bega
Valley Genealogical Society 36:2 (Jun 2021) even discusses
Bega’s sanitation in 1909, with pictures.
Also look out for articles on your parish or village of
interest. It’s wonderful when someone has done the hard
work and listed the records and features available for your
ancestral home. Brigstock (Northamptonshire) features in
the issue of Footprints 44:1(Aug 2021).

Linley Hooper, FGSV

The Glamorgan FHS journal 143(Sep 2021) focuses on
women’s stories.
The Devon Family Historian 179 (Aug 2021) features
Martin Ebdon’s historical maps in ‘Devon in 1840’; 14
detailed maps have been produced so far. Check out the
collection at www.martinebdon.co.uk.
The Yorkshire Family Historian 47:2 (Sep 2021) has
a good article on the British electoral registers which
have become available on Ancestry (1832 -1965) and
Findmypast (1832-1932). The two companies have worked
from different copies of the registers: Ancestry with the
London Metropolitan Archives and Findmypast with the
British Library.
The Journal of the Huddersﬁeld & District FHS 35:1 (Oct
2021) provides information on ‘Preserving and sharing
your family history information through Wikitree’.
Keep in mind that many English counties have more
than one Family History Society so always check the
GSV library catalogue for which ones we hold. For
example, typing ‘YORKSHIRE AND PERIODICALS’, or
just ‘YORKSHIRE’ in the topic ﬁeld, then narrowing the
search by selecting ‘Journal’ from the list on the righthand
side of the results, shows that we have 19 titles, although
some may be compilations from earlier publications or in
different format. These cover the City of York, the Barnsley
area, Sheffield district, Calderdale region, Doncaster
district, Huddersﬁeld, Ripon & Harrogate, East Yorkshire,
Airedale & Wharfedale (new), and the Cleveland district.
The Ancestral Searcher 44:3 (Sep 2021) reports that their
new business name is Family History ACT (FHACT)
although legally they are still HAGSOC (Heraldry &
Genealogy Society of Canberra). They have received
funding to digitise 24 items in the Father Brian Maher
collection which covers over 400 Catholic families who
played a role in the development of the Canberra area.
Generation: Journal of the Genealogical Society of
Queensland 44:4 (Jun 2021) has a story about the Hippisley
family of Ballarat by Rosemary Meadows, so don’t ignore
other states’ magazines.
Despite having a wonderful new indexer (Alison
Armstrong) on the team, we are still not up to date with
our indexing of the magazine articles. Talk to Linley
or Meg if you are interested. You can contact us at:
libraryadmin@gsv.org.au.
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Introducing free to view pages on the
British newspaper archive
by BNA
https://blog.britishnewspaperarchive.
co.uk/2021/08/09/introducing-free-to-view-pageson-the-british-newspaper-archive
The British Newspaper Archive in partnership with the
British Library has made about one million pages free to
view; this consisting of 150 titles and spanning the years
1720-1880. Over the next three years, they will increase
this to 3.7 million pages.
Irish agricultural census information
from 1847 onwards
by Chris Paton
https://scottishgenes.blogspot.com/2021/08/irishagricultural-census-information.html
Chris points out that statistical information on agricultural
practices in Ireland has been gathered annually since 1847.
He lists the websites where the information is located and
describes what is included in these records.
Why You Should Join a Family History Society
by Judith Batchelor
https://genealogyjude.com/2021/08/07/why-youshould-join-a-family-history-society
Judith looks at some of the reasons why you should
consider joining a family history society using the
Wiltshire Family History Society as an example. I do
like her comment: ‘Perhaps you may still be under the
impression that even today, family history societies are
populated solely by retired people with time on their hands,
and are therefore not for you. Think again!’ If you have
Wiltshire ancestors then you will ﬁnd this blog very useful.
The Little Ice Age and Genealogy
by Wayne Shepheard
https://discovergenealogy.blogspot.com/2021/08/
the-little-ice-age-and-genealogy.html
Wayne has written many articles on recognizing the impact
of climate when researching your family history. Here he
mentions the Little Ice Age which lasted from about 1300
to 1850 and pre-dated the Modern Warm Period.
Introducing the second largest genealogy collection
in the United States
by Gena Philibert-Ortega
https://news.legacyfamilytree.com/legacy_
news/2021/08/summer-research-trip-allen-countypublic-library.html
I have often seen references to the Allen County Public
Library (ACPL), so it was interesting to read this article.
Many of the digitized publications from this library are
available on the Internet Archive, FamilySearch and on
their own ACPL website. Enjoy this blog and ﬁnd out what
free databases they have in their collection.

Meg Bate

Blogging

Blogging with Meg

6 tips for selecting DNA matches to paint
in DNA painter
by Julie Roberts Szczepankiewicz
https://fromshepherdsandshoemakers.com/
2021/08/05/6-tips-for-selecting-dna-matches-topaint-in-dna-painter
DNA Painter assists genealogists visualise and understand
their DNA matches through chromosome mapping.
Chromosome maps display color-coded segments
indicating speciﬁc chunks of DNA that are not only
aesthetic but can be traced back to a particular ancestor.
Decisions must ﬁrst be made about which DNA matches to
paint, so here Julie offers a few tips on how to do that based
on her experience when using DNA Painter.
Frugal family history discovery:
National Library of Wales
by Alison Spring
https://scotsancestors.blogspot.com/2021/08/frugalfamily-history-discovery.html
Here Alison looks at the genealogical resources available
at the National Library of Wales. Listed are a few of their
indexed online resources available such as crime and
punishment, maps, Welsh newspapers, Welsh journals,
marriage bonds pre-1837 and wills proved in Welsh
ecclesiastical courts before 1858.
The Great Fire of London and the Privy Council
by Ruth Selman
https://blog.nationalarchives.gov.uk/great-firelondon-privy-council
Ruth describes how she with a group of volunteers are
cataloguing entries from the registers of the Privy Council
(PC 2) for the 1630s. The Council managed the business of
government on behalf of the king including drafts of letters,
proclamations and warrants. It is interesting to see what
the Privy Council and the King considered during the great
ﬁre of London.
Beware Mr Smarty-Pants Database
by John Grenham
https://www.johngrenham.com/blog/2021/09/01/
beware-mr-smarty-pants-database
John explores one of the most common mistakes made
when starting your research. Here he suggests that you
should cast the net as wide as possible. If you would like to
follow up this topic then view his YouTube video.
Use Google books to search Google news archives
by Nancy Messier
https://nancysfamilyhistoryblog.blogspot.
com/2021/09/use-google-books-to-search-googlenews.html
This is a very interesting blog as Nancy demonstrates how
to use the Google books search to perform an OCR search
of newspapers in Google News. Well worth a try.
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News from Public Record Office Victoria
From Tara Oldﬁeld
For further information visit www.prov.vic.gov.au.

Victorian Community History Awards
The Victorian Community History Awards are
presented by Public Record Office Victoria and the
Royal Historical Society of Victoria to recognise
the work of individuals and organisations that
preserve and share Victoria’s history. The 2021
shortlist was announced in September with ﬁnal
winners announced via a video presentation on
the 27th of October.
Tiriki Onus, Alec Morgan and Tom Zubrycki
were awarded the Victorian Premier’s History
Award for their documentary Ablaze. Ablaze
tells the history of the ﬁrst Aboriginal ﬁlmmaker
William Bill Onus and traces the origins of
1940s footage found within the National Film
and Sound Archive. The award judges described
the documentary as a ‘superbly researched
and charmingly narrated ﬁlm that makes an
important contribution to Victorian history
not only because it retrieves the voice and the
resilience of Bill Onus, but also because it shows
how he was sometimes misunderstood and often
thwarted. This ﬁlm prompts reﬂection and is
history at its best.’
Other winners included:
• Judges' Special Prize winners For the
Fallen: The 1921-1922 Melbourne Public
Library Mural Competition within the setting
of Decorative Painting in Australian Art by
Paul Paffen AND Under the Rainbow: The Life
and Times of EW Cole by Richard Broinowski.
• History Publication Award winner In the
Shadow of the Prom by Michael McCarthy
• Local History Small Publication
Award winner Places of Reconciliation:
Commemorating Indigenous History in the
Heart of Melbourne by Sarah Pinto
• Community Diversity Award winner On
Taungurung Land: Sharing History and Culture
by Roy Henry Patterson, Jennifer Jones
• Digital Storytelling Award winner
A Miscarriage of Justice by Atalanti Dionysus /
Atalanti Films
• Collaborative Community History Award
winner A History of LGBTIQ+ Victoria in 100
Places and Objects by Graham Willett, Angela

Bailey, Timothy W Jones & Sarah Rood (For
Australian Queer Archives)
• Oral History Award winner End of an
Era: The Last Gippsland Lakes Fishermen
by Lynda Mitchelson-Twigg, representing
the Gippsland Lakes Commercial Fishing
Community, assisted by Nikki Henningham,
Leigh Henningham, Tanya King, Donna Squire
and Geoff Stanton
• Local History Project Award winner
Victorian CEDT Index by Chinese Australian
Family Historians of Victoria (CAFHOV)
• Historical Interpretation Award winner
Finding Fanny Finch by Commonplace
Productions (Bill Garner and Sue Gore) with
Kacey Sinclair, Alice Garner, Pat Furze and the
Band Friends of Wendy Cotton
• History Article Award winner The Rise and
Fall of Lady Gillott in Melbourne’s Turn-of-theCentury Society by Barbara Minchinton
The Awards program is supported by the
Victorian Government through the Community
Support Fund.

Local History Grants
We are now accepting applications for the Local
History Grants Program. Supported by the
Victorian Government through the Community
Support Fund, the Local History Grants Program
recognises that local and community history is
an important part of Victoria’s memory. Through
the program we seek to encourage and foster
community activities that preserve, record and
share the local, social and community history of
Victoria and Victorians. Visit our website for details.

Provenance
The new edition of Provenance is out in
December. Provenance is our free online journal
featuring peer reviewed articles as well as general
research papers drawing on original records in
our archival collection. Perfect summer reading
heading into 2022.
Visit us at www.prov.vic.gov.au for all this and
more.
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Royal Historical Society of Victoria
For more information, visit www.historyvictoria.org.au
From Cheryl Griffin, RHSV volunteer

The RHSV’s Pierre Robin collection
You see here an outdoor café
scene taken in the late 1950s
at the ‘Paris end’ of Collins
Street. (Image TRA-R-140)
It is part of a remarkable
collection of more than
400 colour transparencies
donated to the RHSV by the
family of French wool-buyer
Pierre Robin.
From about 1957 until 1966,
Pierre Robin moved around
the CBD documenting the
changing face of Melbourne
streets. It was a time when
huge changes were taking
place in the CBD as a new,
modern Melbourne emerged.
In some images you will see
the ubiquitous ‘Whelan the
Wrecker is Here’ sign. In
others you will notice objects
and buildings that no longer
exist and the emergence
of new features, such as
parking meters and centre
of the road parking. His images often show the
transformation of a city site as an old building was
demolished and a new one rose in its place. The
demolition of the old Eastern Market site and the
appearance of the Southern Cross Hotel is just
one example. In other images you will witness
the arrival of Melbourne’s ﬁrst sky-scraper – ICI
House – a building clad in steel and glass on the
eastern edge of the CBD.
Pierre Robin, a Frenchman who made his home in
Melbourne, was not a professional photographer.
His employer, the Compagne d’Importation
De Laines, was based at Almora House, 522 Lt
Collins Street, on the north side of the street near
King Street. It is next to the St James’s Buildings
and St James Street, both subjects of Robin’s
photography. But he moved around the entire
CBD documenting the changes he saw.

Image: The ‘Paris End’ of Collins Street, 1950s (RHSV Image ref TRA-R-140).

There are no images after 1966 and Robin died in
December 1971 aged 63. The collection was later
donated to the RHSV.
Robin’s is a remarkable legacy. His images
document a period in the mid-twentieth century
when many changes took place. They are within
living memory and are bound to stir memories for
many of you.
You can ﬁnd the images in this important
collection in our eHive catalogue.
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About the GSV

The
Genealogical
Society of
Victoria Inc

Level 1, 10 Queen Street,
Melbourne, Victoria, 3000
Australia
Web
www.gsv.org.au
Email
gsv@gsv.org.au
Phone
03 9662 4455
ABN
86 947 919 608
Reg No.
A0022763D

Why become a member of the GSV?
Tracing your family tree is one of the world’s most popular
pastimes. The Genealogical Society of Victoria is a
leading Australian family history society and exists to assist
members in tracing their ancestors and to promote the study
of genealogy.
At our centrally located Research & Education Centre in
Melbourne you can work with our experienced volunteer
research assistants. With their guidance, you can efficiently
organise and record the family information you already hold.
Then you can investigate our many resources and background
information to conﬁrm the facts and ﬁll in the gaps.

About the GSV

Membership Options

Joining fee (Australia/international)

• Access to research assistants – friendly volunteers
trained to help with library resources
• Access to our comprehensive library collection
of family history records not available in commercial
databases. It includes indexes, books, family histories,
digital resources and unpublished material. Members may
also bring a friend for one visit a year
• Access to commercial databases within our library:
Ancestry, Findmypast, TheGenealogist, British Newspaper
Archive, MyHeritage, Biographical Database of Australia
• Login from home and access to parts of our collection,
including the library catalogue, the Genealogical Index of
Names (GIN), cemeteries database and guided research
• Our quarterly award-winning journal, Ancestor
• Monthly email newsletter
• Regular online blog ‘Family History matters’, Facebook
and social media groups
• Discounted or free events: orientation, training courses
and classes, seminars, library research days and talks

20.00/20.00

Annual Membership
One person (Australia/international)
105.00/125.00
Two, same address (Australia/international) 150.00/180.00
Three, same address(Australia/international) 210.00/230.00
18—25 year-old Next Generation Genie
50.00
Ancestor only
Australia (no joining fee)
International (no joining fee)

70.00
90.00
130.00

Member Societies

Day Visitor
Full day with free Library access
*30.00
* Fee rebatable against membership fee, within 14 days.

Enjoy socialising with people who have like-minded interest
in the people and circumstances in the past.

Membership Beneﬁts include:

A$

Library Hours
Monday
Closed
Tuesday to Friday
10.00am — 4.00pm
Saturday 2nd & 4th Sat Booking necessary

Office Hours
Monday to Friday
9.30am — 4.00pm
Saturday
Closed
Please check the website for updates and
opening hours over Christmas/New Year
Patron
The Honourable Linda Dessau, AC
Governor of Victoria
Honorary Office Bearers and Councillors
President

Stephen Hawke

Vice Presidents

Peter Johnston

Secretary

Claire Johnson FGSV

Treasurer

David Vincent

Council

Janne Bonnett

Penny Wolf

Gary Buck

• Special Interest Groups and Discussion Circles

Cathy Carman

• Online Forum ‘members help members’ for sharing
research queries and experience with other members

Angela Collier-Gioulekas
Rod Van Cooten

• Over 170 webcasts on subjects of interest to genealogists,
viewable from home

David Down FGSV
Martin Lock

• Quick Lookups – free for members

Jenny Redman

• Discounts on extended research services and
education events

Brian Reid
Cherilyn Tillman

• Free annual research query (up to 2 hours) for distant
members (over 100km from Melbourne)

Staff
Library Manager

Linley Hooper FGSV

• Reciprocal rights with other major societies in Australia
and New Zealand

Assistant Library Manager

Meg Bate

Office Administrator

Linda Farrow

• Save $108 on Findmypast annual world subscription
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Self Help Guide

Free Quick Lookup

General Register Office (GRO)
certiﬁcates

There is a free eResearch service for a library lookup or
research advice taking up to 30 minutes for members who
cannot visit the library. Replies are by email but if prints are
required a cost estimate will be given. Members may send in
one eResearch query at a time. Another may be submitted
after receipt of results.
To submit a request by email, see the Research & Resources
page online at www.gsv.org.au/research-services.
To submit a request by mail, download and complete the
Postal Research Request Form located on the website, or
collect one from the GSV. Submit with a SSAE. Prints are
$0.25 per A4 page – a quotation can be provided on request if
an additional SSAE is provided.

Extended Research
The Research Team at the GSV can spend time researching
a family or topic of your choice.
Per hour: Members $30.00 / Non-members $50.00 pre
paid. Includes limited copying and postal charges.
Members residing more than 100 km from Melbourne are
offered one annual session of complimentary research
taking up to two hours.

Getting Started Consultations
Members may book a free half hour ‘getting started’
consultation. Please email Linley Hooper, our Library
Manager, at libraryadmin@gsv.org.au with a preferred
time and date.

England and Wales birth, death and marriage certiﬁcates,
births and deaths at sea and events registered with UK
Consuls and armed services personnel may be purchased
online: https://www.gro.gov.uk/gro/content/
certificates/indexes_search.asp

Research Services

Research Services

Scottish birth, death and marriage
certiﬁcates
Images of Statutory (civil) registrations may be purchased
online. Church registers, census records, divorce records
and wills are also available: www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk
To learn more you may like to attend the monthly class on
ScotlandsPeople. Check the GSV website or ‘What’s On’
pages in future issues of Ancestor.

England and Wales Wills and Probate
Wills and probate may be searched and ordered for people
who died in or after 1858 to current times. A ‘grant of
representation’ gives someone the legal right to deal with a
deceased person’s estate but not all grants of representation
contain a will: www.gov.uk/search-will-probate
If you have any queries or need some help in using these
websites ask for some assistance in the library.

Consultations
Stuck with your research? Arrange a consultation in our
library with a member of the research team.
Consultations are for one hour.
Members $30.00 / Non-members $50.00

Transcriptions and Latin Translations
Early documents such as wills, deeds and marriage licences
can be transcribed.
Per hour: Members $30.00 / Non-members $50.00

Victorian Probate Papers post 1925
Researchers will obtain copies from Public Records Office
Victoria (PROV).
Members: $50.00 / Non-members: $75.00

Other Public Records
Researchers will obtain copies from Public Record Office
Victoria (PROV) where speciﬁc reference [VPRS/Unit etc]
is provided.
Per hour: Members: $60.00 / Non-members $85.00
Further information about our Research Services
will be found on our website www.gsv.org.au/researchservices. Contact research@gsv.org.au if you need
specific guidance.
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News

News

Christmas Holiday Period Office Hours
After such a difficult year, the Opening Hours of the
GSV Research and Resource Centre at 10 Queen Street,
Melbourne over the Christmas/New Year period are
still being conﬁrmed as we go to press. Please check the
website for updates (www.gsv.org.au).
Please be aware that opening times are subject to change
at short notice depending on COVID restrictions that
may be imposed, so please check the GSV website before
arriving. Please observe rules about checking in,
physical spacing and use of sanitizers and masks. It
may be necessary to be double-vaccinated and to have
proof of that with you.

Buy a Gift Certiﬁcate for Christmas
for a friend

T West Gippsland
The
G
Genealogical Society’s Book

This Warragul-based society has recently launched a
new book: A Tribute to Those Who Served. It is the ﬁrst
volume arising from the WGGS Project – Life stories of
147 WW1 Service Personnel Buried or Remembered in the
Warragul, Drouin, Drouin West, Yarragon and Neerim
Victoria Cemeteries. It is available from the Society for $45
plus postage, and can be ordered online from their website
(www.westgippslandgenealogy.com). An index of the
contents is available online on their website. The story of
one of those who served can be found on the back cover of
this issue.

See cover opposite in this issue for full details.

In partnership with The National Archives and the
Office for National Statistics, the 1921 Census will
be exclusively available online at Findmypast from
6 January 2022. Preparing the 1921 Census for online
publication was the largest project ever completed by
The National Archives and Findmypast. The images
come from more than 30,000 bound volumes of original
documents, stored on 1.6 linear kilometres of shelving.
Findmypast will be charging $A4.80 for each census
transcription record, and for viewing each original
record image, the charge will be $A6.60. Subscribers to
Findmypast’s 12 monthPro subscription will get a 10%
discount. There are a total of 18,235,242 images available.

GSV attracts country authors
The editors of this issue have noticed an interesting trend
– six of the authors live outside Melbourne. They come
from Aireys Inlet, Kyneton, Moonambel, Strathﬁeldsaye,
Warragul and Northern Ireland. Perhaps an effect of the
pandemic on our membership? This is really good to see.

A

Tribute

to those who served
volume 1

9ROXPH

1921 Census for England and Wales being
released in January

A tribute to those whoserved

A certiﬁcate is an excellent idea for this Christmas in
particular in view of the difficulty of shopping for gifts
safely this year. It’s a great way of getting a friend to
join the GSV for a one-year membership and to see how
they like it. It is really good value. Once again, please see
the GSV website for the latest information on the Gift
Certiﬁcate. You will be able to order and receive your
certiﬁcate online.

Remembering
WW1 Service Personnel
Who are Buried or Memorialised
in the
Warragul Cemetery
West Gippsland

Geneanet joins with Ancestry
The European genealogy company Geneanet announced
on 30 August 2021 that it was joining with Ancestry.
Geneanet was hoping to join forces with Filae but this was
not possible and Filae was acquired by MyHeritage. In
order to face this greatly increased competition, Geneanet
has decided to join forces with Ancestry, as Ancestry is
perceived as a company which has clearly understood
Geneanet’s strengths: its original model and its community.
Ancestry has made a commitment to preserve Geneanet’s
uniqueness. For more information, see Geneanet’s website:
www.en.geneanet.org. 
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To all readers of Ancestor

We wish you a wonderful summer holiday
season and a great start to the New Year.
A Happy Christmas to All!
from the Ancestor Editorial Team

Give a

GSV M E M B E R S H I P
for Christmas
GSV launches a Gift Certificate!
Want to avoid the shopping crowds this December? Why not buy a special Gift
Certificate for a friend or relative from the GSV online. It’s an opportunity for you
to introduce a friend to the joys of family history research.
The certificate will be for 12 months membership of the GSV for the
special price of $ 105.00. The normal joining fee of $20.00 will not be charged.
Once you have submitted your payment, you will receive a Gift Certificate by
email, containing a secure link for the recipient to use to redeem their gift. You
may forward the Gift Certificate by email, or print it and send it by post, or hand it
to the recipient in person.
Membership will commence only from the day it is activated. If the
recipient is already a GSV Member the certificate will extend their membership
by a further 12 months.
Easy to do – just go to the GSV website https://www.gsv.org.au/purchase-gift
If you have any difficulties, please simply email us at info@gsv.org.au

Activities off The West Gippsland
Genealogical Society
by Faye Vandyk
The West Gippsland Genealogical Society Inc.,
based in Warragul has an extensive library and
a very active workgroup, scanning, indexing and
transcribing local histories, rates, cemetery records,
funeral records, school records and local papers
to continue the 38 years of dedicated work of the
society. This abridged story is part of our project
to honour service personnel buried in our local
cemeteries. Our first book was published in 2018
(W.G.G.S. A tribute to those who served,
d Volume 1).
and the next is almost ready.
World War One soldier, Allan Ephraim Bruton, was
born at Buln Buln, Victoria on 25 May 1899, one
of ten children of parents Thomas Allan Bruton
and Maria Emma Menz/Schultz. His father had a
blacksmith shop at Brandy Creek and he died in
1911, leaving his wife with four children under
eleven years of age; his mother was living on a farm
at Longwarry in 1914.
Allan was working as a blacksmith in Kyabram when
he signed up for the war on the 14 September
1914. He went overseas in early 1915 and was
based in Alexandria and served in Gallipoli in late
1915 before joining the British Expeditionary Force
in France in 1916, he was a sapper with the 2nd
Field Company Australian Engineers and then, as the
war progressed, he became a Farrier Sergeant and
also trained at the Veterinary School at Boulogne.
Allan was mentioned in despatches announced in
December 1918 after he returned to Australia.
Allan returned to Longwarry where there was a
welcome home gathering for two local Anzacs,

Shoeing-Smith W Stimpson and Farrier-Sergeant
Allan Bruton. Both were presented with a gold medal
from the Longwarry Soldiers’ Memorial League; this
league had also organized a working bee to help his
mother Mrs Bruton on the farm in November 1918,
as all four of her boys had joined up and farm work
needed to be done.
In 1922, Allan married Elsa Bain, who was born in
1887 at Malvern, the daughter of George Bain and
Amelia née Hayes. The family lived in Longwarry
and were very involved in the community, Allan
working as a blacksmith until the 1970s (the last in
Longwarry). Allan and Elsa are both buried in Drouin
Cemetery.
Image 1: Allan Ephraim Bruton.

WGGS can be contacted at
www.westgippslandgenealogy.com

Surnames
Bain, Bruton, Menz, Schultz, Stimpson

